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The New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) has reviewed the U.S. Air Force
(Permittee) report Resource· eonservation and Recovery Act Facility Investigation Report,
Groundwater Zone, Bulk Fuels Facility Spill, Solid Waste Management Units ST-106 and SS-111
(hereafter referred to as the "RFI Report"), dated March 2014, with transmittal letter dated
March 31, 2014. NMED hereby disapproves the RFI Report (withdrawn by the Permittee on
August 27, 2014) and issues this Notice of Disapproval (NOD). The basis for this Disapproval is
provided in the comments below. These comments pertain chiefly to inadequate characterization
of the geology, hydraulic conditions, contaminant concentrations and extents of contaminant
plumes, and deficiencies in the interpretation and presentation of data leading to failure to
generate an adequate Conceptual Site Model (CSM). Furthermore, the presence of gas bubbles
in water samples calls into question the reliability and accuracy of some investigation results.
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Many of the following comments concern deficiencies that have been previously identified by
NMED in quarterly reports on the Bulk Fuels Facility Spill (for examples, see NMED's letters
dated June 16, 2011; August 17, 2011; February 29, 2012; and February 1, 2013). NMED also
provided to the Permittee in hard copy format a draft compilation of recurring deficiencies noted
in quarterly reports, and which is dated February 13, 2014, and provided to the Permittee at a
weekly stakeholder meeting on February 19, 2014. Therefore, the Permittee was aware in
advance of the submittal of the RFI Report of many of the deficiencies that have been identified
in this NOD. Of further note is that some of the Permittee's unofficial and official responses
concerning the deficiencies noted for quarterly reports indicate that certain information would be
added to or would be corrected in the RFI Report. However, a significant portion of the
corrections or additions either were not done or not done adequately. Because previously
identified deficiencies have not been corrected, certain aspects of the RFI Report are not
technically defensible.
As you are aware, the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Albuquerque
Bernalillo County Water Utility Authority (ABCWUA) also provided comments to NMED on
the RFI Report. Due to the expertise of these organizations with respect to technical issues
concerning groundwater contamination and remediation, their comments are incorporated into
this letter in combination with the Department's comments.
EPA provided comments (dated July 11, 2014) on groundwater issues that were attached to a
July 11, 2014 email from EPA to the NMED Hazardous Waste Bureau (HWB). EPA expressed
concern that the vertical and horizontal extents of dissolved-phase EDB contamination have not
been adequately delineated. Furthermore, EPA notes that hydraulic conductivity estimates for
the Bulk Fuels Facility Spill (BFFS) project are based only on slug test data, which alone are not
adequate, and that aquifer tests with "multiple properly located and spaced observation wells
should be performed." EPA expressed concern that the rising water table could have a future
effect on contaminant concentrations and should be evaluated. EPA also commented that
concerns and discrepancies were identified regarding the geophysical logs and that the Permittee
should take steps to resolve the issues with the logs. Additionally, EPA commented that in order
to provide a defensible data set supporting biological or abiotic degradation of EDB and benzene
(the compound-specific isotope analysis [CSIA]), the Permittee should proceed with
recommendations made by EPA's National Risk Management Research Laboratory.
EPA provided additional comments (in an email dated August 8, 2014) on groundwater issues.
In addition to the aforementioned recommendations concerning the EPA's National Risk
Management Research Laboratory and the CSIA , in this later set of comments, EPA expressed
concerns about the shortcomings of the local groundwater model, and expanded on their earlier
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comments on issues related to slug tests. In particular, EPA emphasized that "slug tests provide
very limited information on hydraulic properties" and opined again that additional aquifer
characterization is needed via pumping tests.
The ABCWUA comments (dated July 25, 2014) were attached to a July 31, 2014, email from
Mr. Rick Shean to Mr. Tom Blaine. ABCWUA expressed concern that the horizontal and
vertical extent of dissolved-phase EDB contamination has not been determined, that EDB
concentrations have not been adequately characterized in the core of the dissolved phase plume,
and the nature, concentrations and the vertical and lateral extent of the LNAPL smear zone,
created by fluctuating water levels, have not been determined. ABCWUA also expressed
concern that no successful aquifer tests have been completed to better characterize critical
aquifer properties (hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity), that the CSIA analysis is flawed,
that the local groundwater model is based on an incorrect conceptual site model, that other
sources of dissolved-phase contamination are being ignored (those sources being LNAPL
continuing to drain through the vadose zone to the water table and from the smear zone), and
that some shallow wells were no longer monitor the higher concentration uppermost portions of
the contaminant plumes due to water levels rising above the top of the well screens in the
shallow wells (July 25 and July 28, 2014 technical memos). It is apparent that, at least on a
fundamental level, many of the concerns expressed by the EPA and ABCWUA are the same.
NMED agrees with the major concerns noted by both the EPA and ABCWUA. Similar or
essentially identical concerns are documented in this NOD. Listed below are deficiencies in the
RFI Report that must be corrected in a revised Groundwater Zone RFI Report.
Executive Summary
1. The "Executive Summary", Page ES-6, first bullet in the "Conclusion" section states " ... the
nature and extent of contamination have been defined at SWMU-111. Additionally, the
results of quarterly water-level measurements, bucket samples, continuous core samples, slug
testing, and groundwater modelling have adequately defined aquifer characteristics to
develop decisions for SS-111." Page ES-7, last bullet of the "Conclusion" section states
"[t]here are no remaining data gaps for SWMU SS-111 based on the results of the RFI."
NMED disagrees with these conclusions. For example, the horizontal and vertical extents of
the ethylene dibromide (EDB) plume have not been adequately characterized (see Comments
60 and 174). Additionally, critical site-specific hydraulic properties of the aquifer, more
specifically, hydraulic conductivity (see Comments 59, 75, and 175) and porosity (see
Comments 40 and 176), have not been adequately determined, and the groundwater model is
not adequately representative of site-specific conditions (see Comments on Appendix M
starting at Comment 152).
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2. The 3rd bullet of the "Conclusions" section which starts on page ES-6 discusses the CSIA
analysis. According to EPA experts on this subject, the CSIA data are suspect, and thus, are
not defensible. See Comments on Appendix L starting at Comment 141.
3. The 5th bullet of the "Conclusions" section states in the last sentence "t]he source of the
dissolved contaminants is a submerged volume ofNAPL [nonaqueous-phase liquids] ."
However, this conclusion does not take into account other sources of groundwater
contaminants, which are fuel constituents adsorbed to soil in the smear zone which is
increasingly becoming submerged under the rising water table, and fuel that is likely still
migrating downward in the vadose zone from the former fuel offloading rack (FFOR).
Additionally, vapor phase transport of volatile organic compounds is also adding
contaminant mass to the groundwater. Correct the subject sentence in the revised RFI Report
according! y.
4. The 7th bullet of the "Conclusions" section that starts on page ES-6 states " ... the results of
this investigation were used to develop a conceptual site model for SWMU SS-111." The
conceptual site model is inadequate (see Comments on Section 7 starting at Comment 80).
5. The "Executive Summary'', Page ES-4, 2nd bullet from bottom of page, states: "[s]lug testing
at SWMU SS-111 showed a geometric mean hydraulic conductivity of 63 ft/d [feet per day]
with a range of 12 to 129 ft/d." However, Appendix H-1 , page H-11, first bullet states: "The
aquifer in the vicinity of the Kirtland AFB wells has a mean hydraulic conductivity of 72
feet/day with a minimum of 41 feet/day and a maximum of 127 feet/day." Correct the
discrepancy or explain why the range of hydraulic conductivity is different. Describe how all
of these differing hydraulic conductivity values were used to characterize the site, and why
hydraulic conductivity values of 60 and 120 ft/d were chosen for the local model. See also
Comment 75.
6. In the "Executive Summary", in the 7th bullet on page ES-4, the last sentence states
"[a]lthough acetone was identified as a COC [chemical of concern] during the screening
process, it is not a fuel-related contaminant and is attributed to laboratory contamination."
However, the report Semi-Annual Accelerated Corrective Measures Report, Solid Waste
Management Unit ST-109, Acetone Spill Site, dated December 2007, on page 3-2 states
"Highly elevated concentrations of acetone in soil vapor, on the order of millions of parts per
billion by volume, always occur in association with similarly elevated concentrations of
petroleum compounds, specifically BTEX, in soil vapor. Substantially elevated acetone
concentrations, greater than 100,000 ppbv, do not occur in any samples that do not have
correspondingly high BTEX concentrations." Furthermore, the area around the FFOR was
designated as SWMU ST-109 to address acetone concentrations in soil and soil vapor, with
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local soil vapor concentrations in the millions of ppbv (see page ES-1 and Figure 2-4 of
Accelerated Corrective Measures Work Plan Solid Waste Management Unit ST-109, Acetone
Spill Site, November 17, 2006). Given these facts concerning ST-109, explain why acetone
was attributed to laboratory error and should not be listed in Section 6.1 as a contaminant at
the BFFS. Provide the field and laboratory quality control data that demonstrate that the
acetone results are due to laboratory error as part of the explanation.
7. The last bullet on page ES-3 of the executive summary states "[o]ne split-spoon sample,
representing the interval 400 to 450 ft bgs (below ground surface) (collected at 447 to 448.5
bgs) was identified with a TPH-(GRO+DRO) concentration greater than the NMED TPH
Screening Guideline of 1,000 mg/kg -- at location KAFB-106120." This statement implies
that only one sample had a TPH concentration > 1,000 mg/kg; which is incorrect. For
example, Section 5.1.2 of the RFI Report states that a sample from KAFB-106078 (400 to
450 feet) contained a TPH concentration greater than 1,000 mg/kg; additionally data reported
in Appendix F-1 shows that the sample from KAFB-106147 at a depth of Oto 5 ft also had a
detected TPH value greater than 1,000 mg/kg. Furthermore, approximately 20 samples
obtained from older (CH2MHILL) soil borings contained TPH concentrations greater than
1,000 mg/kg near the FFOR. Correct the text in the revised RFI Report accordingly or delete
the text since the statement provides information oflittle value.
Section 1
8. Section 1.2, page 1-3, last sentence, states: "In order for a contaminant to be considered a
.COC [contaminant of concern], it must have an applicable screening level." However,
contrary to this statement, constituents in groundwater that do not have screening levels (e.g.,
EPA Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs), New Mexico Water Quality Control
Commission (WQCC) standards, or NMED tap water screening levels) could still be of
concern if they are known to adversely impact human health or the environment. Any
hazardous constituent detected above its background level is a COC. Revise the RFI Report
accordingly. See also the definitions of hazardous waste, hazardous constituent, and extent
of contamination in Permit Sections 1.8, 6.0, 6.2.3, and 6.2.3.1 of the Kirtland Air Force
Base (KAFB) Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility Operating Permit for the Open
Detonation Unit.
Section 2
9. Section 2.3 .1 , last paragraph, first two sentences state: "The first detection of 1,2dibromoethane (EDB) in groundwater was in March 2001 at KAFB-1061 at a concentration
of0.21 microgram per liter (µg/L) . There were no additional detections of EDB in this well
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from March 2001 until January 2004 when EDB was detected in the same well at a
concentration of 0.049 µg/L." These statements are incorrect. Table 2-4 of the KAFB Stage
2 Abatement Plan, February 14, 2002, lists three detections ofEDB in well KAFB-106-1
(KAFB-1061) during 2001. Correct the text as appropriate.

Section 3
10. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 describe the regional geology and regional hydrogeology, respectively.
However, figures supporting the discussions are not included in the RFI Report. Revise the
RFI Report to include figures illustrating the regional geology and hydro geology to support
the information provided in the RFI Report. At the end of each Section, explain how the
BFFS project area fits within the regional settings. For example, this information can be
used to define boundary conditions for the groundwater flow model.
11. Table 3-1 - The descriptions of the site-specific units in Table 3-1 apply to those that extend
from the surface to barely below the water table and the units are not shown on any cross
sections or maps specific to the BFFS project, and are not discussed in any substantial
manner in the RFI Report. This collectively casts doubt as to the value of the information in
the table. Revise the RFI Report to include geologic units that, in addition to USF-1, extend
to depths representative of the production well screened intervals. Include stratigraphic units
al, a2, and USF-2 (see Comments 12, 31, 34, 80 and 153). Only units that occur within the
project area should be listed in a table such as Table 3-1, and those units should be shown
and identified on cross sections and maps of the BFFS project area. Also, because of their
importance to the remediation effort, the units specific to the BFFS should be shown in the
first column of Table 3-1, and their relationship to the regional setting, if any, shown in the
second column.
In addition, the data presented in Table 3-1 are very similar to those in Table 2-2 of Kirtland
AFB Stage 2 Abatement Work Plan for the Soil Vapor Extraction Pilot Test at the Bulk Fuels
Facility (ST-106), dated December 11, 2002. It would seem that after more than ten years
and the completion of an additional 100+ borings, the compilation of thicknesses and depths
would have been revised due to the acquisition of much new data. Update the table
appropriately, especially thicknesses and depths, as shown by new data obtained since 2002.
12. Section 3.3 mentions the USF-1 stratigraphic unit (Hawley et al., 1995), but does not discuss
USF-2, which is also known to be present in the BFFS area (for example see New Mexico
Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources [now the New Mexico Bureau of Geology and
Mineral Resources] Open File Report 402D, Plate 9). It also does not discuss the al and a2
units which are present in the BFFS project area and appear to influence groundwater flow.
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Include units al , a2, USF-1 , and USF-2 in the discussion on regional geology (see also
Comment 11).
13. Section 3.4, "Regional Hydrogeology'', page 3-4, first paragraph, first sentence, states
"Hydraulic conductivity values range from 0.25 feet per day [:ft/d] to 50.0 :ft/d due to large
variations in the lithology of the basin-fill deposits." NMED notes that the slug test data
presented elsewhere in the RFI Report, hydraulic conductivity data used as groundwater
model inputs, and hydraulic conductivity data from pumping tests (ABCWUA and KAFB ST105-EX01) include many higher values than 50 :ft/d. Correct the text as appropriate.
14. Section 3.4.2, "City of Albuquerque Production Zone", states in part "Generally, wells in this
zone are completed 500 feet or more below the 2009 water table elevation (i.e. the top of the
well screen is typically greater than 1000 ft bgs ... ." However, the two closest ABCWUA
production wells to the BFFS area, Ridgecrest 3 and Ridgecrest 5, have screened intervals
beginning at 620 ft and 650 ft bgs, respectively, or in other words the top of their well
screens are about 300 ft higher than that stated in this section of the RFI Report. All other
Ridgecrest and Burton wells are also screened in a similar manner as Ridgecrest 3 and
Ridgecrest 5. Correct the RFI Report, as appropriate.
15. Page 3-6, Section 3.4.2, "City of Albuquerque Production Zone", 2nd paragraph: Provide
tabulated data of completion (screened) intervals for the production wells shown on Figure 31. This information will be important for the corrective measures evaluation as well as future
risk management decisions. See also Comment 19.
16. Figure 3-1 , is titled "2002 Potentiometric Surface Elevation (from Thompson 2012)" in the
"List of Figures" on page ix, but the note on the figure itselflists Bexfield and Anderson
(2002) as the source of the information. There are no reference details for Thompson (2012)
on the figure, nor does Thompson (2012) appear in the references in the text. Clarify which
reference is correct, correct the figure or the "List of Figures" as appropriate, and if the
correct reference has not been provided, provide the correct reference.
17. Section 3.1, Page 3-1 , second paragraph discusses land use at KAFB, including the Bulk
Fuels Facility. However, the Permittee must also consider the land use for off-site areas
affected by LNAPL and the groundwater plumes, including residential land use. Given its
importance, land use should be discussed under its own heading rather than included under a
section titled "Physiography''. Revise the RFI Report accordingly.
18. Section 3.2 discusses meteorological conditions such as seasonal daily high and low
temperatures, rainfall, snowfall, prevailing wind direction, and wind speed. In addition,
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Section 3.4 includes a discussion of precipitation rate, evapotranspiration rate, and recharge.
However, a table listing the monthly and annual average values for these parameters is not
included in the RFI Report. This information will be important for remedy selection. Revise
the RFI Report to include a table that summarizes this information.

Section 4

20. Section 4.1.1, page, 4-2, the last two sentences on the page are confusing and are inconsistent
with each other and the preceding sentence. Correct the text as appropriate.
21. Section 4.1.5 states that continuous core samples were obtained from 450 feet bgs
(approximately 50 feet above the water table) to 510 feet bgs (approximately 10 feet below
the water table). The continuous core was required at four specified well locations as set
forth in the Groundwater Investigation Work Plan (March 2011, last paragraph, Section
4.2.3). The continuous core sample was designed to "aid in delineation of the LNAPLgroundwater interface by providing adequate soil for required analyses and for the purpose of
better understanding LNAPL distribution, mobility, migration potential, and recoverability."
Table 4-1 shows that only approximately 16.5 feet of core was collected. The Permittee did
not collect 60 feet of continuous core samples at each location, but instead only collected a
total of 16.5 feet of core. Explain why the provisions of the work plan were not followed.
22. Section 4.1.6, page 4-6, first full paragraph erroneously lists the three wells at Cluster 5 as
KAFB-106141, KAFB-106142, and KAFB-106143. The correct well numbers are KAFB106041, KAFB-106042 and KAFB-106043. Correct the text.
23. Section 4.2.1, page 4-11, the 4th and 5th bullets appear to be redundant in that they describe
the same QC procedure but refer to different tolerances. Explain why the tolerances are
different. If appropriate, delete one or both such that the information is correct.
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24. Section 4.3, the last sentence refers to three field work variances, included in Appendix A-1
(KAFB-FWV-1, KAFB-FWV-4, and KAFB-FWV-7). Previous quarterly reports had up to
seven variance forms submitted, with the highest number listed as KAFB-FWV-8 . Explain
why only three field work variance forms were mentioned in the text when there appears to
be a total of eight, and why only three of the eight variance forms were provided in the cited
appendix. If more than three exist, include them all in the appendix in the revised RFI
Report. Provide a discussion of and justify all variances from the approved Groundwater
Investigation Work Plan.
25. Page 4-17, Section 4.2.5: This section describes the slug testing conducted as part of the
groundwater investigation. The second paragraph of Section 4.2.5 indicates slug tests were
performed on 37 groundwater monitoring wells, and references Table 4-4 of the RFI Report.
Table 4-4 lists the 37 groundwater monitoring wells that were subjected to slug testing.
Section 4.2.5 also references Appendix Has the location of the full report on slug testing.
Appendix H includes an index of the individual slug test analysis sheets presented in the
appendix. The index indicates that 48 wells were subjected to slug testing. This is supported
by Table 5-9 of the RFI Report which lists slug test results for 48 wells. Based on the noted
discrepancy, it appears likely that the number of mechanical and pneumatic tests ( 54 and 88,
respectively) cited in the text Section 4.2.5.1 may not agree with the information contained in
Appendix Hand Table 5-9. Review the information regarding slug testing provided in
Section 4.2.5, Tables 4-4 and 5-9, and Appendix H. Revise the RFI Report as necessary to
provide accurate and consistent information on the number of wells subjected to slug testing
and the number of mechanical and pneumatic tests conducted on those wells. See also
Comments 103 and 104 c and d.
26. Data presented in Table 4-1 imply that split spoon and bucket samples were collected from
depth intervals (soil columns) that were 20 to 49 feet in length. Clarify in the table the actual
depth intervals for the samples, which are likely only 1.5 to 2 feet in length.
27. Section 4.2.5.1, p. 4-18 states "Mechanical slug tests were performed in wells screened
across the water table, wells where the pneumatic wellhead could not be mounted, and wells
unable to hold the pressure required for pneumatic tests." There are a few wells (KAFB106040, KAFB-106096, KAFB-106203, and KAFB-106206) that contained water levels far
above the top of their screened interval but where mechanical slug tests were performed. If
these wells were unable to hold a pneumatic wellhead or unable to hold pressure, the
Permittee must include a description of the problems encountered with these wells in the text
of the RFI Report.
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28. Section 4.2.5.2, p. 4-20 states "Once the straight line Bouwer and Rice interpretation was
completed, various curve-matching interpretations were used, and the results of the curvematching analysis with the best fit were added to the Table 5-9." Table 5-9 has a column for
Bower and Rice, a column for Springer-Gelhar, and a column for either Kansas Geological
Society or the Butler-Zhan methods. The Permittee failed to provide a discussion of
differences between the Kansas Geological Society and the Butler-Zhan methods, and why
one method was picked over another (other than best fit). Include a discussion of the
assumptions for aquifer conditions and well conditions for all four of the methods used, and
the reason(s) for picking one method over another.
Section 5

29. The geology of the BFFS site provides the framework within which contaminant migration
occurs in the vadose zone and saturated zone. Interpretation of the geologic data as presented
in the RFI Report appears to rely primarily, and perhaps exclusively, upon the description of
cuttings samples retrieved from boreholes. To provide complete characterization, available
geophysical log data should be evaluated for the generation of the best possible model of
subsurface geology. For example, the geologic borehole descriptions of groundwater
monitoring well cluster KAFB-106046, KAFB-106047, and KAFB-106048, and that for the
soil vapor monitoring well KAFB-106132, which are located within a few tens of feet from
each other, are sufficiently dissimilar that it is difficult to correlate lithostratigraphic units
between the four boreholes (see
. The RFI Report did not attempt to
correlate units between these boreholes, except to distinguish between units A and B (as
shown on Figures 5-2 through 5-6 of the RFI Report). In contrast, the geophysical logs of
the boreholes are remarkably similar (notwithstanding calibration problems) and can be used,
with limitations, to easily correlate units between these closely-spaced boreholes. In
particular, the logs can be used to properly place the contacts between the fine grained and
coarser grained units that were observed in these boreholes, and thus, the thicknesses and
orientations of the fine-grained units can be determined. (Note: the fine grained units at
about 220,270 and 300 feet bgs are shown very prominently in the induction logs shown in

Although there are regional geology and hydrogeology subsections in Section 3 of the RFI
Report, little site-specific information is discussed in the main text under Sections 5.1.1 and
5.2.1. The RFI Report does not present coherent, three-dimensional (3D) models of geology,
hydraulic conditions, contaminant concentrations and redox conditions, and fails to identify
known and important lithologic controls on contaminant migration in groundwater ( and the
vadose zone)(See for example Comments 12, 30, 31, 32, 34, 80, 153, and 166). The
Permittee must include in the revised RFI Report a detailed discussion and an adequate
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presentation of site-specific information, including coherent 3D models that collectively
illustrate in detail the Conceptual Site Model (CSM). The CSM forms the basis for a final
remedy selection (See Comment 80).
Furthermore, the deficiencies discussed in the preceding paragraph are characteristic
examples of where the Permittee was previously provided comments noting the same
deficiencies in quarterly reports and that were not corrected in the RFI Report. Because the
Permittee did not properly synthesize and interpret geologic data, attached to this NOD are
cross sections and maps
) prepared by NMED Hazardous Waste Bureau
(HWB) staff that utilize available data for the BFFS project, and that show coherent 3D
models of geology.
is a map showing the locations of geologic cross
sections depicted in l l l l l
, which illustrate units A, B, al, and a2. Units al
and a2 are believed to influence the flow of groundwater, and thus, influence the migration
pathway of the EDB plume.
is a map showing the locations of geologic
cross sections depicted in
, which illustrate geologic units that occur
in the subsurface at the source area of the BFFS site.
is a map showing the
distribution of the fine grained unit that occurs at the BFFS site at an approximate depth of
250 feet (referred to as the "250 ft clay'', the unit occurs across the BFFS site as shown in the
cross sections of
. The 250 ft clay likely exerts a major control over
the contaminant migration pathway in the vadose zone from the points of release at the
Former Fuel Offloading Rack to the water table.
The attached NMED cross-sections and maps are not presented in a "polished" form as
drafted figures, but they show important lithologic controls that are obvious and that affect
contaminant migration in both the vadose zone and the groundwater. No such lithologic
controls were identified by the Permittee in the RFI Report, indicating that the Permittee did
not use available geologic data to maximum benefit.
30. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 -- there is no discussion of the geology and aquifer properties that can be
obtained from existing geophysical logs for the wells in the Ridgecrest and Burton well
fields, KAFB-15, KAFB-16, the VA Hospital production well, and the ABCWUA
monitoring well clusters (e.g. Trumbull and Cesar Chavez well clusters). NMED previously
commented on such omission of information in quarterly reports by letter as early as August
17, 2011 (comment 9 of that letter), and again by letters of December 29, 2012 (comment 6)
and February 1, 2013 (comment 15). Because the production wells and some of the
Trumbull cluster wells were installed to deeper levels in the aquifer compared to the BFFS
monitoring wells, they are the only source for geologic and hydraulic information for the
deeper portions of the saturated zone, and are especially critical for mapping the threedimensional location of the al and a2 units (see also Comments 31 and 153).
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As noted above, geophysical logs are available for the production and ABCWUA cluster
wells and may include electric and gamma logs for correlating stratigraphy and porosity logs
for porosity estimates. Discuss in a revised RPI Report the stratigraphy (especially al and a2
units) and porosity values that can be obtained from analyzing geophysical logs for the
production wells and the ABCWUA well clusters.
31. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 -- no reference is made to stratigraphic units aland a2, which are known
to be present in the BFFS project area (see for example, the paper Subsurface Stratigraphy of
the Santa Fe Group from Borehole Geophysical Logs, Albuquerque Area, New Mexico: New
Mexico Geology, February 1998, Volume 20, Number 1, page 2). The units have been
repeatedly discussed ith the Permittee and its contractor as they likely affect groundwater
flow and contaminant transport as shown by modeling conducted by the EPA. Discuss in the
revised RPI Report the al and a2 units in the context of both the regional and site-specific
geology, and include the units in the groundwater model for the BFFS and on geologic maps
and cross sections on which the groundwater model should be based. Provide structure
contour maps of the top and bottom surfaces and isopach maps of the thicknesses for the al
and a2 units. Also include a table listing the elevations of the tops and bottoms of the a2 and
al units for each well where the tops and bottoms of the units have been determined.
To assist the Permittee with the production of these maps, attached
structure contour maps of the top and bottom contacts of units al and a2, and
which are isopach maps showing the thicknesses of units al and a2.
32. The major subsurface units are generally planar. The orientation (strike and dip) of the
subsurface units can be ascertained at many places within the BFFS area. For example, the
strikes and dips of the two fine grained units at 250-300 ft bgs can be determined at soilvapor wells KAFB-106121 through KAFB-106124 (
. The orientations
of the upper surfaces of the al and a2 units can also be determined from their structure
contour maps (see
. Provide the orientations of the major geologic
units present in the BFFS area in a revised RPI Report.
33 . Although the RPI Report was submitted in March 2014, analysis of the EDB plume (such as
the maps of Section 5) seem to be based on data acquisition that ends the second quarter
2013, even though two more quarters of data were available to include in the RPI Report.
Provide the additional data in the revised RPI Report and any new data acquired since the
end of2013 and update any interpretations of the data, as appropriate.
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34. Figure 5-1 shows the locations of the geologic cross sections prepared for the RFI Report.
Extend the area shown on cross section A-A' (Figure 5-2) beyond production well Ridgecrest
5. Additionally, the major geologic units (which include USF-1 , USF-2, and the al and a2
units) observed, for example, at Ridgecrest 5, the VA Hospital Well, and at the deepest well
at the ABCWUA clusters, must be shown on A-A', as appropriate. The supporting
geophysical logs (induction logs) for these wells must also be shown on A-A'. Similar
presentations of the geology must be included in the cross sections in Figures 5-2 through 56, and for those to be prepared under Comment 35 below.
35. Section 5.1.1 - With regard to area encompassed by the contaminant plumes in groundwater,
additional geologic cross sections must be prepared showing geology and the supporting
induction logs:
a. A cross section extending roughly east from production well KAFB-15 to KAFB-16,
which also includes, at a minimum, the VA Hospital Well and well KAFB-066.
b. A cross section extending roughly northeast that includes at minimum KAFB-15, the
VA Hospital Well, KAFB-3, Ridgecrest-3 , and wells KAFB-106058, KAFB-106093 ,
KAFB-106087, KAFB-106074 and KAFB-106203 .
c. A cross section extending roughly northeast that includes at minimum KAFB-15, the
VA Hospital Well, Ridgecrest-5, and wells KAFB-106034, KAFB-106031, KAFB106054, KAFB-106206 and the Trumbull well cluster.
d. A cross section extending roughly east from Burton-5 to KAFB-3, which includes at
minimum the aforementioned wells and also the deepest well at the ABCWUA Cesar
Chavez cluster and wells KAFB-106206 and KAFB-106203 .
e. The additional cross sections required under Comment 76.c.i-ii below.
The most recent water table elevation and the screened intervals of the wells must also be
shown on geologic cross sections.
36. Section 5.1 .1 - geologic cross sections, Figures 5-2 through 5-6, only show two mapped
units. However, other mappable units can be followed for many hundreds to thousands of
feet, some which clearly affect contaminant migration paths in both the vadose zone and
saturated zone. Add the mappable units to the cross-sections, as appropriate. See Comments
31 and 32.
37. The vertical extent of contamination at the northern end of the EDB plume is unknown.
Include a statement that the vertical extent of contamination must be defined and include a
proposal for further work in the recommendations section of the RFI Report. See also
Comments 60 and 174.
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38. Section 5.1.6 - as early as by letter of June 16, 2011, NMED expressed concerned that there
appeared to be no serious attempt to analyze the geophysical data or correlate geophysical
data with geologic data (see also Comment 29). However, the entire text in Section 5.1.6,
"Geophysical Logging Results", is only three sentences long, and implies that the Permittee
did not seriously consider the available geophysical data, and did not utilize such data as part
of the site characterization. It appears that little or no attempt was made to use geophysical
log data with respect to the common practice of placing the boundaries of lithologic units at
their actual depths (see Comment 39). Additionally, the Permittee, in its responses to NMED
comments on the 2 nd quarter 2012 quarterly report stated: "[a] detailed discussion of the
geophysical logs, the results of the three logs, and the interpretation into the conceptual site
model will be included in the Vadose Zone and Groundwater RFI Reports." Such discussion
was not included in the RFI Report. Include a detailed discussion of the geophysical data in
the revised RFI Report and utilize the available data to maximum benefit.
39. Figure 5-6 is a cross section, which among other things, shows geologic logs for certain
boreholes next to the corresponding induction logs. The induction log for KAFB-106117 is
shown shorter than it actually is, and that for KAFB-106078 is shown longer than it actually
is. These erroneous and distorted graphics hamper efforts to correlate units and to place
lithologic units at their actual depths. Revise the cross sections in the RFI Report to correct
all erroneous graphics.
40. Much of the geophysical logging conducted for the BFFS site is unreliable, especially that
done by Jet West. As early as September 2011, NMED informed the Permittee (specifically
by letter dated September 28, 2011) of this deficiency (See also EPA' s report Final
Geophysical Log Review Report Kirtland Air Force Base Fuels Spill, Kirtland AFB, NM,
dated April 8, 2014). The Permittee has failed to provide accurate induction logs generated
using properly calibrated tools. The Permittee has also failed to adequately address data
quality control issues related to the neutron logs (the latter which were to be used to provide
site-specific porosity data, a vital hydraulic property).
In spite of the aforementioned deficiencies, NMED had determined through comparison with
geophysical logs generated by others that where the Jet West short and long induction signals
overlay and kick to the left (indicating low resistivity), the logs indicate a fine grain unit is
present. Unfortunately, this is the extent to which the induction logs are useful. The logs
cannot be used to distinguish between coarser grain units, which collectively are the
dominant lithologies present in the vadose zone of the source area and the saturated zone
throughout the BFFS project area. Provide a discussion of the issues and problems
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associated with the geophysical logs and the extent of their usability in the revised RFI
Report. See also Comment 177.
41. Although a large volume of data were collected, Stiff diagrams are not presented and
discussed in the RFI Report. In particular, maps showing the Stiff diagrams, posted at the
locations on the map they represent, were not presented in the RFI Report, which was
identified as a deficiency for the first quarter 2011 quarterly report in NMED's letter of
August 17, 2011 . Although the Permittee agreed to provide this information in its September
11 , 2013, email to NMED, it did not provide the information in the RFI Report. NMED also
formerly identified this issue as a deficiency in its letter of February 1, 2013, and via a set of
recurring comments provided to the Permittee in draft in February 2014. Provide such maps
and a discussion of what the data indicate in the revised RFI Report. The maps should be in
a set of four, grouped by shallow, intermediate, and deep groundwater monitoring wells and
production wells pursuant to the direction in NMED' s letter of August 17, 2011 .
42. It is customary and useful to show where cross sections intersect other cross sections. Revise
Figures 5-2 through 5-6 accordingly, as well as all other cross sections provided in the RFI
Report where this situation occurs. See also Comment # 172.
43. Figures 5-7 through 5-9 - as early as March 31 , 2011, NMED directed the Permittee to revise
figures in quarterly reports showing the potentiometric surface by including water level data
from other KAFB monitoring wells (for example, KAFB-0118, KAFB-0119, KAFB-0121,
KAFB-0508, KAFB-0510, KAFB-0524), and production wells (for example KAFB-3 ,
KAFB-14, KAFB-15, KAFB-16, Ridgecrest 5). Although the water levels measured in the
production wells need not be used to construct the water table map, the production wells
must be shown on the subject figures of the RFI Report (and static levels posted) to provide
insight on roughly where production well pumping may be influencing water levels and
controlling horizontal and vertical movement of groundwater flow. Revise the figures
according! y.
44. Section 5 - the Permittee must model, at a minimum, the extent of each capture zone for
production wells KAFB-15, KAFB-16, KAFB-3, Ridgecrest 3, and Ridgecrest-5. The extent
of each capture zone must be plotted on the water table maps shown on Figures 5-7 through
5-9. Explain how the extent of each capture zone was estimated and provide the supporting
data for each estimate in the revised RFI Report.
45. Section 5.1.3, "Bucket Sampling Results", second bullet, states "[t]he geometric mean
hydraulic conductivity is 4.6 x 10-3 centimeters per second (13 feet/day) with a range in
hydraulic conductivity values from 2. 7 x 10-5 to 2.6 x 10-2 centimeters per second (7.7 x 10-2
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to 7.4 feet per day). Explain why the geometric mean hydraulic conductivity (in unit of feet
per day) lies outside of the reported range and correct the data in the text, as necessary.
46. In Section 5.2.1, the discussion at the top of page 5-6 states: "[a]s of April 2013, 15 Shallow
Zone wells have flooded screens .... " The impact on the ability of these wells to effectively
monitor the shallow zone as a result of the screens being submerged below the water table is
not discussed in the RFI Report. In addition, there is no discussion of actions that could be
taken to ensure these monitoring locations remain a viable part of monitoring network for the
shallow zone. Revise Section 5.2.2 to discuss the impact that the submerged screens have on
water samples obtained from the affected wells and identify actions that could be taken to
ensure these monitoring wells or locations remain an effective part of the monitoring
network. See also Comment 178.
47. Section 5.2.5, titled ''NAPL Slug Test Results", does not limit the discussion about slug test
results to only those wells that encountered LNAPL. Instead, it discusses slug test results for
all the groundwater monitoring wells. Furthermore, it is implied that this section was
intended to discuss NAPL flow rather than water flow characteristics. Also, the section
states "[r]esults indicative of boundary conditions were not observed." Explain what is
meant by the term "boundary conditions" in this context and revise the title of Section 5.2.5
to indicate more accurately the subject of Section 5.2.5.
48. Section 5.2.2.2, "Spatial Analysis of COCs, TPH-GRO" on page 5-10 states "[t]he historical
maximum concentration ofTPH-GRO was 72,000 µg/Lin Second Quarter CY 2012".
However, Appendix F-1 in the RFI Report lists a value of 449,000 µg/Lfor a groundwater
sample from KAFB-10610 for the second quarter 2010. Correct the text or the table in
Appendix F-1, as appropriate.
49. Section 5.2.2.2, "Spatial Analysis of COCs, TPH DRO" on page 5-11 states "the highest
Shallow Zone TPH-DRO concentrations are in the historical NAPL area with a maximum
observed concentration of240,000 µg/Lin Second Quarter 2013." However, Table F-1 of the
RFI Report lists a DRO value of 464,000 µg/Lfor a groundwater sample from KAFB-106005
for the second quarter 2010. Correct the text or Table F-1, as appropriate.
50. Section 5.2.2.2, "Spatial Analysis of COCs, EDB" on page 5-12 states" ... the highest
Shallow Zone EDB concentrations are in the historical NAPL area with a historical
maximum observed concentration of 370 µg/Lin Third Quarter CY 2011." However,
Appendix F-1 of the RFI Report lists a concentration of 1000 µg/Lfor EDB detected in a
groundwater sample from KAFB-106009 in the third quarter 2010. Correct the text or Table
F-1, as appropriate.
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51. Table 5-4, "Soil Sample Grain Size Analysis Results", lists particle size distributions and
USCS/ASTM descriptions. In many cases the USCS/ASTM descriptions are not correct
based upon the particle size distributions. For example, in order to classify a sample as a
gravel under the USCS/ASTM system, more than 50% of the coarse-grain particles of a
sample must be gravel size(> #4 sieve size). This is not the case for sample KAFB-106030475 and many other samples listed in Table 5-4. Provide the appropriate USCS/ASTM
classification for all samples.
52. Page 5-4, Section 5.1.4 summarizes the results of the air/water and water/NAPL .capillary
tests presented in Table 5-5 of the RFI Report. In addition to the range of values presented in
Table 5-5, the discussion in the text provides the average values for the van Genuchten alpha,
n, and m parameters for both the air/water and water/NAPL capillary tests. However, the
average values of the van Genuchten parameters are not included in Table 5-5. Revise
Section 5.1.4 to indicate how the average values of the van Genuchten alpha, n, and m
parameters were determined (e.g., arithmetic average oftest results listed in Table 5-5).
53. Page 5-4, Section 5.1.5: The first bulleted item reports a NAPL viscosity of 1.40 centipoise
and NAPL-air and NAPL-water interfacial tension values of 25.3 and 13.1 dynes per
centimeter (dynes/cm), respectively. However, the text does not explain how these values
were obtained. Appendix C lists kinematic viscosities of 1.07 centistokes and 1.84
centistokes for KAFB-1066 and KAFB-10676, respectively. Interfacial tension values of
45 .3 millinewtons per meter (mN/meter) and 31.2 mN/meter are reported in Appendix C for
KAFB-1066 and KAFB-10676, respectively. The surface tensions for KAFB-1066 and
KAFB-10676 are 25 and 32.6 mN/meter, respectively. Revise the first bulleted item in
Section 5.1 .5 to explain how the values for viscosity and NAPL-air and NAPL-water
interfacial tension reported in Section 5.1.5 were determined from the NAPL sampling
results.
54. Table 5-6 (Example): Section 4 or 5 should discuss the monitoring well nomenclature
convention for this site. Table 5-6 presents results for well KAFB-106005, which seems to
be designated as KAFB-1065 on Figure 5-11. Similar inconsistencies (especially for older
wells) are noted in comparing the text, tables, figures, and appendices (for example, the time
series plots in Appendix G). Rather than making all well designations identical, explain the
convention in the text (e.g., that KAFB-106001 is the same as KAFB-1061).
55. Table 5-6, "Groundwater and NAPL Depths and Elevations", contains data for only 50 wells,
yet Section 4.1 states 116 groundwater monitoring wells were installed between October
2000 and October 2013 . Include in Table 5-6, in the revised RFI Report, data for all
groundwater monitoring wells relevant to the BFFS. See also Comment 19.
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56. Page 5-5, Section 5.2.1, 3 rd paragraph - a groundwater elevation decrease of 140 feet is
reported, referencing Appendix F water level data for KAFB-3. This statement is based on
three water level measurements from 1949, 1953, and 1975 as reported in Appendix F-3
"Historical Data". Indicate the primary source ofthis older historical information.
57. Pages 5-7 through 5-9, Section 5.2.2.1 - the RFI Report indicates that screening analyses
were performed to identify COCs in groundwater. Page 5-7 lists the criteria that define
COCs; pages 5-7 and 5-8 present a list of the COCs identified in the Shallow Groundwater
Zone while COCs in the Intermediate Groundwater Zone and Deep Groundwater Zone are
listed on page 5-9. The screening criteria are unacceptable. Any hazardous constituent
detected above its background level is a COC. Revise the RFI Report accordingly. See
Comment#8.
58. Page 5-8, Section 5.2.2.1, "Shallow Zone COCs", 1st table at end of section: Explain where
the PCE; 1,2-dichloroethane; and bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate occurrences are with respect to
the hydrocarbon plume. PCE is noteworthy because it is not commonly associated with jet
fuel. 1,2-Dichloroethane may have been used as a lead scavenger in fuel, similar to EDB.
59. Section 5.2 - the results of the failed aquifer test conducted during the fourth quarter 2013
were not presented in the RFI Report. It is NMED' s position that the draft results of the
aquifer test submitted by the Permittees in January 2014 indicates that no conclusive
drawdown was observed in observation wells, and thus, the best means to estimate hydraulic
conductivity was not accomplished and radius of influence at the pumping rate utilized for
the test could not be demonstrated with empirical data. Furthermore, the constant rate test
was not conducted at a constant rate, also leading to unreliable results. Because the aquifer
test was a failure, and slug tests typically yield hydraulic conductivity values lower than
those obtained from aquifer tests (see Comment 163), and one aquifer test (which also failed)
is insufficient given the large size of the EDB groundwater plume (about 1 mile in length),
additional aquifer tests are required. Provide a summary of the aquifer test conducted on
well KAFB-106157 and a statement that the results of the test are inconclusive in the revised
RFI Report. See Comment 175.
60. Section 5.2.2.2, "EDB", starting on page 5-11, the vertical extent ofEDB is not adequately
delineated. Figure 5-25 shows concentrations above the MCL in groundwater at two deep
groundwater monitoring wells, KAFB-10603 7 and KAFB-106058, during three quarterly
monitoring events. Table 4-2: Groundwater Well Construction Details indicates that KAFB106037 is screened 507.0 to 522.0 feet below ground surface (bgs) and KAFB-106058 is
screened 511.8 to 526.8 feet bgs. Appendix F-4: Groundwater Analytical Results tables of
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4th quarter 2012, 1st quarter 2013, and 2nd quarter 2013 indicates that EDB concentrations
from KAFB-106037 were 0.312 .0, 0.262 µg/L, and 0.176 µg/Land KAFB-106058 were
0.342 µg/L, 0.247 µg/L, and 0.185 µg/L, respectively. The MCL for EDB is 0.05 µg/L,
therefore these concentrations range from 3 to 6 times the MCL. To satisfy the objective of
characterizing the extent of contamination, EDB contamination in the groundwater must be
vertically delineated to less than the MCL of 0.05 ppb in the vicinity ofKAFB-106037 and
KAFB-106058 and at locations east and north of these wells (see Comment 174). State that
the extent of EDB contamination has not been defined in the revise RFI Report.
61. The thickness of the smear zone above and below the water table is not adequately
characterized. This issue is addressed in NMED's NOD issued for the March 31, 2014 BFFS
Vadose Zone RFI Report.
62. Table 5-9 provides results of the KAFB-106032 QC-IN and KAFB-106032 QC-OUT tests,
but a summary of the results ofKAFB-106032 IN and KAFB-106032 OUT tests are not
included. Add all pertinent data to Table 5-9.
63. Table 5-9 - it is unclear if the "Initial Height" column is equal to the difference between
"Water Column Height" and the addition/removal of the "slug", i.e., the initial displacement
(Ho). If so, the OUT and pneumatic test initial heights should be negative in value. Also
there are different significant digits for "Water Column Height" and "Initial Height". If a
transducer was used to measure both, the significant digits should be the same. Correct the
data as necessary, and ensure consistency of significant digits throughout the RFI Report.
64. For those wells where pneumatic slug tests were conducted, provide the justification for the
small difference (0.3 feet or less) in pressure/slug size for the four pneumatic slug tests.
65. In Table 5-9, some five inch diameter wells have a casing radius of either 0.21 or 0.198 feet.
All five inch wells should have a casing radius of 0.208 feet. Correct the table and the
Appendix H-3 data sheets so that all wells with the same diameter list the same casing radius.
66. For wells KAFB-106089 and KAFB-106096 QA/QC, there are significant increases in
calculated hydraulic conductivity (K) from the first test to the last. Include a discussion
regarding the issue and provide a rationale for the increase.
67. The column name Geotechnical Laboratory Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity- Kv implies a
vertical conductivity. Compare calculated Ks or the "selected" K to a horizontal or radial
conductivity value.
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68. The row at the bottom of Table 5-9 for the calculated K values is titled "AVERAGE". In the
executive summary "geometric mean" is used. Average usually implies an arithmetic mean
rather than a geometric mean. If a geometric mean ofK results was calculated, replace
"AVERAGE" with "Geometric Mean".
69. The bottom rows of Table 5-9 show a minimum, maximum, and average for different
methods of calculated Ks for all wells, but do not provide standard deviations or indicate the
sample sizes on which the statistics were determined. Provide the standard deviations and the
sample size. Also, the Permittee did not discuss the statistical analysis performed on the
calculated conductivity values. Provide the method of calculation, and the data used to
calculate the mean (and standard deviation). Also, include a discussion of any and all
statistical analyses that was performed on the calculated Ks, for each individual well, any
duplicate tests (QC tests), and for all wells as a whole. For statistical analysis performed on
an individual well, the supporting data must be included in a table that contains only the data
related to that specific well.
70. The Permittee did not discuss the cutoff criteria for the amount of water column above the
screen for a mechanical slug versus a pneumatic slug test. Provide such a discussion. Also,
add columns to Table 5-9 showing the depth to water elevation, the top of screen elevation,
and the difference between the two.

Section 6
71. Page 6-6, Section 6.1.2, "EDB bullet" - the fourth sentence ending "biodegradation under
anaerobic conditions is faster" for EDB must be documented with appropriate references.
Add also a reference for the following statement "EDB will also degrade abiotically under
anaerobic conditions, catalyzed by the presence of iron sulfide (FeS)."

73. Page 6-11, Section 6.3: The fourth bulleted item, last sentence, states "[i]t is unlikely that the
petroleum hydrocarbon contamination, excluding EDB, will reach any existing receptor
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well." Information supporting this assertion is not presented. Revise Section 6.3 to delete
the subject sentence or revise the RFI Report by including data supporting this conclusion.
74. Page 6-14, Section 6.4.2, first sentence - the reference to Section 3.1 must be revised to
indicate that this particular Section (3 .1) is located in Appendix M. Revise the first sentence
of Section 6.4.2 accordingly.
75. Section 6.4.4.1, page 6-15, states that the horizontal hydraulic conductivity used for the
"local model" was 60 feet/day (the local model being the BFFS project area). Section 6.4.4.1
also states "[a] hydraulic conductivity of 60 ft/d was applied universally in the local model
for layers 1 through 4 as there exists minimal data outside the BFF site to suggest differing
hydrogeologic conditions." Section 4.2.5 states "[s]lug test data can be used to obtain an
estimate of the spatial variability of the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer system at the
site". Data from the slug tests show spatial variability at the site as the data range from 12 to
129 ft/day (using "selected values" - values interpreted for individual tests show a larger
range). Additionally, there is evidence of variable hydraulic conductivity at the scale of the
local model because ancestral Rio Grande deposits are distributed along a linear axis oriented
in a roughly north-south direction. Hydraulic conductivity is expected to decline in
magnitude east and west from the central channel zone of these deposits.
Furthermore, NMED notes that many ABCWUA wells, including the Burton and Ridgecrest
production wells, have been tested and have yielded hydraulic conductivity values that vary
appreciably on a location by location basis. Site-specific data, such as hydraulic conductivity
data for ABCWUA production wells (see for example, Source Water Assessment
Albuquerque Water Supply System Public Water System No. 107-01, New Mexico
Environment Department Drinking Water Bureau, March, 2002) or transmissivity data from
ABCWUA Ridgecrest wells (Pumping Test Data Analysis, Ridgecrest Well Field, City of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, Groundwater Management, Inc. February 2, 1988) and KAFB
pumping test data from extraction well KAFB-ST105-EX01 should be used in the local
groundwater model. The constant hydraulic conductivity used in the local model is neither
realistic nor adequate, given the regional geologic setting of a through-going ancestral Rio
Grande and the availability of site-specific data. Use site-specific hydraulic conductivity
data as input to the local model; See also Comment 175.
To assist the Permittee with this matter, NMED HWB staff has attached • which
shows a map of hydraulic conductivity for the BFFS area that honors the regional geologic
setting of a through-going ancestral Rio Grande.
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76. With regard to the groundwater contamination plumes, cross sections showing EDB
concentrations or other major groundwater contaminants are not presented in the RFI Report.
Such cross sections had been included in quarterly reports (for example Figures 7-7 through
7-11 of the second quarter 2012 quarterly report). However, the cross sections included in
quarterly reports were deficient in that they did not always show the same data as that
depicted on the concentration maps or other intersecting cross sections (see Figures 5-13
through 5-15 of the second quarter 2012 quarterly report). This is another issue that NMED
previously identified as deficiencies for quarterly reports (for example Comment 7 of the
February 1, 2013 NOD on the second quarter 2012 quarterly report). Simply omitting such
cross sections from the RFI Report is unacceptable. Cross sections, corrected as necessary,
are required to be included in the RFI Report since they are fundamental for interpretation of
water quality data and presentation of the CSM. Accordingly, provide cross sections of the
major groundwater contaminants in the revised RFI Report. The cross sections for each of
the groundwater contaminants must show:
a. the water table,
b. screened interval of the wells used to construct the cross sections,
c. the concentrations of contaminants, posted at the sample location that the data
represent,
d. contours of contaminant concentrations, and
e. geologic units.
Furthermore, the cross sections of the groundwater contaminants shall at a minimum include
these sections:
a. The same cross sections shown on Figure 5-1 of the RFI Report. Cross section A-A'
must be modified as directed in Comment 34.
b. The additional cross sections required under Comment 35.
c. Additional cross sections representing the northern half of the EDB plume. No cross
sections were provided in the RFI Report:
1.
A cross section including data for wells KAFB-106031, KAFB-106093,
KAFB-106022, KAFB-106037, and KAFB-106015.
11.
A cross section including data for wells KAFB-106051, KAFB-106054,
KAFB-106058, and KAFB-10615.
77. Provide cross sections of total hydraulic head in the revised RFI Report. The cross sections
must show:
a. the water table,
b. screened interval of the wells used to construct the cross sections,
c. the total hydraulic head, posted at the location that the data represent,
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d. contours of total hydraulic head
e. geologic units.
The cross sections of total hydraulic head shall at a minimum include these sections:
f. Cross section A-A' shown on Figure 5-1 of the RFI Report, modified as
directed in Comment 34.
g. The additional cross sections required under Comment 35.
h. The additional cross sections required under Comment 76.c.i-ii.
78. The second paragraph of Section 6, page 6-1 lists groundwater as a "terrestrial environment".
The last sentence of the first paragraph on page 6-2 refers to groundwater as part of an
"aquatic environment". Correct the discrepancy.
79. Figure 6-29, as referred to in Section 6.5.1, is mislabeled. Correct the title to "Gasoline
Range Organics Concentrations in Deep Groundwater Second Quarter 2011, 2012, and
2013" and remove the reference to shallow groundwater.

Section 7
80. The Conceptual Site Model (CSM) is intended to provide an understanding of the physical,
chemical, and biological processes that influence contaminant fate and transport to human
and environmental receptors and forms the foundation for risk assessment. Understanding
these processes at a site is critical for adequately conducting a corrective measures evaluation
for final remedy selection.
The so called CSM presented in Figure 7-1 is overly simplistic. Such a figure does not
adequately synthesize the data for conveying site conditions to technical reviewers. The
CSM cannot be represented in a single figure for a project as complex as the BFFS. A CSM
for the BFFS should have been advanced to include coherent 3D representations, with the
model illustrated with numerous maps, cross sections, tabular data, and graphical
representations of geologic, hydraulic, hydrochemical, climatic, biological, and contaminant
concentration (groundwater, soil, vapor) data. Although cross sections and maps, and
generally limited accompanying discussion, are presented in the RFI Report, they are
critically deficient as indicated in the comments of this NOD. An adequate and appropriate
CSM is not provided in the RFI Report.
Furthermore, in the text (page 7-2) of the RFI Report, the CSM is called a "preliminary
conceptual site model" that will "require further definition and refinement." A RCRA
Facility Investigation report that concludes that no data gaps remain, such as the subject RFI
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Report claims, is expected to have a complete and final CSM. Otherwise, corrective
measures evaluation cannot begin, and selection of a final remedy cannot be accomplished.
Even in its overly simplistic form, the CSM as presented fails to convey adequately and
accurately the most basic information. For example, it does not show that certain units
beneath the BFFS site that control the migration of contaminants in the vadose zone. It also
does not show major stratigraphic units (such as al and a2) and the distribution of hydraulic
conductivity as related to ancestral Rio Grande sediments in the subsurface that affect
contaminant migration in groundwater. Figure 7-1 is erroneous, for example, in that it
shows that if a groundwater well were to be installed at the FFOR, it would encounter NAPL
on the water table, for which there is no evidence based on what is currently known about the
distribution of LNAPL beneath the BFFS. Although the Figure 7-1 is not to scale, it seems
to imply that the dissolved phase contamination is about as deep as, or deeper than, the
bottom of the screen at KAFB-3 , which extends about 400 feet beneath the water table. No
data show EDB contamination exists at this depth.
As discussed above, Figure 7-1 is inadequate. Remove Figure- 7-1 from the RFI Report and
revise the RFI Report to include a comprehensive, adequate, and appropriate CSM that can
form the basis for implementation of interim measures, a corrective measures evaluation, and
future remedy selection.
81. In Section 7, Page 7-2, first bullet, the recommendation is to "(c]omplete a plume stability
analysis." Section 6.5 states "[a] complete plume stability analysis requires larger datasets
that allow for statistical and qualitative evaluation of COC concentrations over time to make
a determination of whether or not COC plumes are stable." Plume stability has not been
demonstrated with empirical data for the EDB plume or the BTEX plume. Thus, any
remedial measure that assumes a contaminant plume is stable cannot be justified (e.g.,
monitored natural attenuation).
82. The seventh Bullet of Section 7, page 7-1 asserts there are no remaining data gaps for
SWMU SS-111, based on the results of the investigation. NMED disagrees. See
Comment 1.
83. Page 7-1, Section 7: . The first sentence of the fourth bulleted item indicates that based on
groundwater fate and transport modeling, EDB reached the water table in 1980. However,
Section 6.49, Model Uncertainty, indicates that there is uncertainty associated with this
estimate. Revise the first sentence of the fourth bulleted item of Section 7 to read, for
example, "based on the groundwater fate and transport modeling performed to date, the fuel
source reached the groundwater around 1980. However, there is uncertainty associated with
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this date." In addition, correct the similar bulleted item on page ES-7 of the Executive
Summary.

Appendix A
84. Appendix A-1, field variance form KAFB-FW-4 is characterized as a major "change", yet no
"Project QC System Manager" or "USACE PM" or" COR" signature was affixed to the
form, as required by the form notation. This variance form also seems to be a corrected
version of a previous form submitted in the 3rd Quarter 2011 quarterly report, without any
denotations that an earlier submitted form had been changed. This is not an acceptable
quality control (QC) procedure. Affix appropriate signatures and annotate corrections.
Check all other field variance forms for similar problems and correct them as appropriate.

AppendixB
85. The well development record for KAFB-106044 was erroneously submitted in lieu of that for
KAFB-106045. Submit the correct well development record, and check all other well
development records for similar or other errors. Submit in the revised RFI Report any
additional corrections of well development records that are discovered.
86. The geologic logs for KAFB-1061 through KAFB-10628 and KAFB-3411 are missing from
, Appendix B. Provide them in Appendix B of the revised RFI Report.
87. The borehole geologic log for KAFB-106081presented in Appendix B shows a core sample
collected from 488 feet to 493 feet bgs, yet Table 4-1 implies the core sample was obtained
from 489 to 492 feet bgs. Correct the discrepancy and review all data for accuracy and
correct any such similar discrepancies, as appropriate.

AppendixC
88. Appendix Cl, "PTS Lab Soil and NAPL Analysis Results, Hyd_Cond_Porosity_
GrainSize_foc, Sieve Analysis", 41516, third page, lists the USCS/ASTM description of the
grain-size analysis sample for KAFB-106030 at 475 ft depth as gravel. Because more than
50% of the sample is sand, the USCS classification would not be gravel. Other such
examples exist. The footnote states the description is based on "Mean from Trask". Describe
the classification system used and why the standard USCS description was not used.
89. Appendix Cl, "PTS Lab Soil and NAPL Analysis Results, Hyd_Cond_Porosity_
GrainSize_foc, Sieve Analysis", 41516, third page, lists the USCS/ASTM description of the
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grain-size analysis sample for KAFB-106030 at 475 ft depth as gravel. On the geologic log
for this well at this depth, the lithologic description is 100% very fine to fine sand. The sieve
analysis implies it would be sand with gravel, and the sand is predominantly medium
grained. This example, and the cited examples in Comments 51, 87, and 90, indicate that
there is uncertainty with regard to the reliability of the geologic data presented in the maps
and cross sections. Correct all geologic logs and cross sections where there is obvious visual
(e.g. core) or laboratory (e.g. sieve) data that disagrees with what is presented on the geologic
logs and/or cross sections.
90. The Figure in Appendix C, Appendix Cl, "PTS Lab Soil and NAPL Results, Core Photos,
10681-GEOat489-492 20no 20test", depicts a gravel at a depth of 489 feet bgs at KAFB106081, yet the geologic log indicates the lithology is "sand" with only 5-15% gravel.
Correct the boring log and cross sections, as appropriate.

AppendixD
91. Page 4-7, Section 4.1.7, "Well Surveying", third sentence: The RFI Report states that the
survey plates are located in Appendix D-3. Provide a table to indicate the plate where each
well is located.

AppendixE
92. Appendix E-3 file "Jet West Geophysical Logs_mobl" contains CoLog-generated logs, not
Jet West-generated logs. Correct the file name.
93 . Appendix E-4 first page, second paragraph states" .. .. daily QC logs are provided in
Appendix K." Appendix K discusses bubble sampling results, not daily geophysical quality
control logs, which are actually found in Appendix E. Correct the reference.

Appendix F
94. Appendix F-1 (and other appendices) was submitted in pdf electronic file format. The
Permittee subsequently submitted a disc with the tables in spreadsheet format as requested by
NMED to make it possible for NMED to manipulate the data to facilitate review. In the
agency' s disapproval letter of February 1, 2013, for the 2nd quarter 2012 quarterly report,
NMED pointed out many problems with the historical data table (Appendix E-1 of that
report) including the need to describe column headings, the significance of various blanks
and symbols in the columns, and the confusing listing of 50 ft intervals for discrete samples,
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and other confusing entries. NMED also directed in the February letter that quarterly reports
contain a table listing, or text describing, which data were corrected, if any.
Because no such tables or text in quarterly reports have been provided and the issues
presented in the February letter remain unresolved in the similar table submitted in the RFI
Report (Appendix F-1), NMED is not convinced that the data are complete or accurate. For
example, the entry for KAFB-0118 for 11/4/01 for parameter chloride lists "CASTLE
AIRPORT LONG" in the 16th column and "DFT QAPP REMEDL AC" for KAFB-0213 for
the parameter manganese. Other examples of unexplained entries in the Appendix include
"Maxwell AFB", "King Salmon Air Station" and "Peterson AFB". Also, KAFB data, such
as KAFB-0118 or KAFB-0213 are listed in Appendix F-1, but do not appear to be relevant
for inclusion in the RFI Report. Delete all superfluous and incorrect entries in Appendix F-1
and update the table headings and entries as appropriate. Describe the column headings, the
significance of various blanks and symbols in the columns, and clarify the meaning of 50 ft
intervals for discrete samples and other confusing entries. Appendix F also contains data
from KAFB sites not associated with the Bulk Fuels Facility (for example KAFB
groundwater monitoring wells in the 200,300,400, and 500 series). Remove all such
extraneous data and provide a correct data in Appendix F-1 in the revised RFI Report.
95. NMED could not find an entry in the database for EDB in groundwater for well KAFB10617 for the 4 th quarter 2010. Provide this datum and any other missing data for EDB and
any other absent data. Indicate whether the database denotes that particular data are missing
because samples were not collected and analyzed. If data are unavailable because of the
aforementioned reason, or for any other reason, indicate whether the database specifies why
data are missing. If data are missing for any reason, the RFI Report must discuss the missing
data and provide justification for not providing the information.
96. Some of the constituents listed in the database have more than one name, making data
location difficult when conducting searches on the database (for example, "1,2
dibromoethane (EDB)" and "dibromoethane"). Also, for some constituents, there are
confusing names (for example "TPH (Gasoline Range Organics)" compared to "TPH (DRO
+ GRO)"). Provide a list of the multiple names for each given constituent in the database
that has more than one name and clarify confusing names.

Appendix G
97. In NMED's letter dated February 1, 2013, regarding the 2 nd quarter 2012 report, the
Permittee was directed to explain the 30 ft decline in groundwater levels at KAFB-16, as
stated in Appendix F-1 of that report. An informal response was received from the
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Permittee, attached to an email to Mr. Tom Blaine dated September 11, 2013, which states:
"interpretations and a conceptual site model will be developed as part of the groundwater RFI
Report." However, an explanation for the 30 ft decline of groundwater level is not included
the RFI Report, and the 30 ft decline in water level is still visible in the hydrograph presented
in Appendix G-1, page G 1-3 of the RFI Report. Explain the decline in water level or correct
the hydrograph, as appropriate.
98. Explain the decrease in water levels for the January 2012 time period which is evident on
many hydrographs, including for example, Gl-14 and Gl-16. Correct any hydrograph that is
in error, as appropriate.
Appendix H
99. Curve matching documented in the slug test analysis data sheets provided in the appendix are
inconsistent, poorly correlated or matched to portions of curves with a poor data to noise
ratio. Provide a discussion on the rationale for curve matching and the limits and
uncertainties of the process.
100. Slug test data were analyzed as both confined and unconfined aquifers. No rationale or
discussion as to the significance between the two methods is provided (Section 1.4.1.1 ).
Provide such a discussion.
101. Table 5-9 and Appendix H -- There is no mention of the KAFB-106209 P2 test in the text or
tables, with the exception of a note at the bottom of Table 5-9 that says "Not analyzed, data
not usable." Include an explanation in the text detailing the issues with the KAFB-106209
P2 test that leads to the conclusion "data not usable".
102. Include slug test-related field notes, forms and recovery data (electronic files or print outs)
in the RFI Report. Without this information, a reviewer cannot adequately assess the slug
test variables presented in Table 5-9 and data for individual slug test solutions in Appendix
H-3, such as screen length (for water table wells), water column height and initial height
(Ho).

103. The list of slug tested wells provided in Table 4-4 does not match the list of wells presented
in Table 5-9, with several (eleven) wells omitted from Table 4-4. See also Comments 25 and
104 c and d.
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104. It is apparent that the text of Appendix H-1 provided on an optical disk was not updated to
reflect all slug test activities as of the date of the RPI Report submittal. Resolve the
discrepancies identified below:
a. Appendix H makes reference to Figures H-1 through H-5 and Table H-1, none of
which were included in the electronic copy provided. Presumably, these tables and
figures are the same as those referenced in Appendix H of recent quarterly reports.
The footers for the figure and table title pages in RPI Report Appendix H reference the
2011 third quarter report. Provide the missing figures.
b. Section 5.2.5: The hydraulic conductivity values summarized in the first bullet match
those presented in Table 5-9, but do not match the information contained within
Appendix H. Correct the RPI Report as appropriate.
c. Appendix H-1 , Section 1.2: The text indicates that 36 mechanical slug tests were
performed in 18 wells. According to Table 5-9 (and the fourth quarter 2012 quarterly
report) mechanical slug tests were performed in 26 wells. See also Comment 103.
Correct the RPI Report as appropriate.
d. Appendix H-1 , Section 1.3 : The text indicates that 76 pneumatic slug tests were
performed in 19 wells. According to Table 5-9 (and the fourth quarter 2012 quarterly
report) pneumatic slug tests were performed in 22 wells. See also Comment 103.
Correct the RPI Report as appropriate.
e. Appendix H-1 , Section 1.5.2: The hydraulic conductivity values presented in the first
bullet are not consistent with Table 5-9. Correct the RPI Report as appropriate.
105. Appendix H-1 , Section 1.4.1: this section describes analytical assumptions and changes to
those assumptions through testing and analysis of slug test data. Discuss how changes in
assumptions affect the resulting analysis and conductivity estimates. For instance, problems
were identified with the assumption of instantaneous change in head. Explain how the
erroneous early time data could affect the slug test results (e.g. bias estimates of hydraulic
conductivity high or low) and how the effect of this variance was minimized in the ensuing
analyses and selection of hydraulic conductivity values.
106. Appendix H-1, Section 1.4.1.2: the sensitivity analysis purportedly performed in an attempt
to demonstrate that aquifer thickness was not a significant input for analysis must be
provided to substantiate this assertion.
107.Appendix H-1, Section 1.4.1.2: explain the basis for selecting the filter pack thickness as the
aquifer thickness. The filter pack and surrounding natural formation located above or below
the screened interval is not developed and should not be included. Therefore, in the absence
of providing the actual aquifer thickness, it is more appropriate and consistent to use the
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saturated screen length as the aquifer thickness. This is consistent with the fact that the slug
test is only affecting a small vertical segment of the aquifer coincident with the length of the
saturated well screen.
108. Appendix H-1, Section 1.4.1.3: describe the potential causes and result of "skin effects" on
the applicable slug test analyses.
109. Section H-2: this section discusses field verification oftest procedures. The discussion is
deficient in that it is difficult to understand the evaluation that was performed. The
description and information provided is insufficient to substantiate the assertions made. For
instance, indicate the significance of values being within "two standard deviations of the
mean". A table (or tables) devoted to these comparisons, including the results of the
statistical analyses performed, must also be provided.
110. Table 5-9: include in Table 5-9 the static depth to water measurement (below ground
surface) collected just prior to the start of each slug test.
111. Include in Table 5-9 the relative depth range (shallow, intermediate, deep) for each well.
112. Apparent rounding differences were noted throughout Table 5-9 and the slug test analysis
sheets, to include Ho values and well specifications (casing and borehole radius). While the
effect on the actual analysis is negligible, the inconsistency is confusing. Ensure consistency
of significant digits throughout the RFI Report.
113. For the KAFB-10610, slug in test, the "initial height" is listed as 2.4 ft, which is assumed to
be the initial displacement (Ho). Examination of the slug test analysis sheets for this well
indicates values ranging from 3.36 to 4 ft. Explain: 1) where the value of 2.4 ft came from,
and 2) why there are different Ho values for a single falling head test.
114.For the KAFB-10610 slug out test, the Ho value listed is 2.8 feet, which matches the value
for the selected best fit solution. However, the slug test analysis sheets for this test show
range of Ho values from 2.815 to 3 ft. Indicate if this a result of rounding.
115. For KAFB-106032-- Examination of the slug test analysis sheets for the initial "slug in" test
indicates a Ho value of 10.12 ft. This seems excessively large compared to other tests using
the same size slug in 4-inch diameter wells. Explain this apparent discrepancy.
116. Appendix H-1 states that the sand pack thickness was used to represent aquifer thickness.
For wells screened across the water table, the aquifer thickness is often greater than the water
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column height. While it is known that the aquifer extends below the completion depth of all
monitoring wells, it is confusing to base the aquifer thickness on the length of a filter pack
that is partially unsaturated. As stated previously (see Comment 106), if the sensitivity
analysis indicates that aquifer thickness is not an important variable, then consistently use the
saturated screen length as the aquifer thickness so that all analyses are performed on the same
basis. If the aquifer thickness is not required for calculation of hydraulic conductivity or
storativity, as stated in Appendix H, section 1.4.1.2, then there is no need for a column for
aquifer thickness to be included in Table 5-9. Remove the column, or correct the data as
appropriate, or explain why the data are correct as written.
117. Even when using the filter pack length as a substitute for aquifer thickness, there are
inconsistencies in how the filter pack length was established. In some cases it was based
only on the length of the 10/20 filter pack whereas in other cases the overlying 20/40 filter
pack was included. Such inconsistency is confusing. Choose the appropriate option and reevaluate the data using a consistent approach. Revise the RFI Report as appropriate based on
this re-evaluation and explain why the chosen option was selected.
118. Appendix H, Section 1.2, page H-4 states "[t]wo sizes of slug were used. A 2.4-inchdiameter, 9.8-foot long slug was used in 4-inch-diameter wells. A 3.4-inch-diameter, 10.1foot-long slug was used in 5-inch-diameter wells." Six-inch diameter wells were not
mentioned, though Table 5-9 indicates that the two six-inch diameter wells were tested using
mechanical slug tests rather than pneumatic tests. Include a description of the slug used for
the six-inch diameter wells. This section also does not describe where the pressure
transducers were placed for the mechanical slug tests. Revise the RFI Report to include a
description of the pressure transducer location for mechanical slug tests.
119.Appendix H, Sectionl.3, page H-6 states "[t]he transducers were all placed between 2.5 and
2.2 feet from the static water surface during the pneumatic tests." Table 5-9's Initial Height
column indicates the water level for pneumatic slug tests was lowered between 2.1 and 2.6
feet. No description was provided on how the Permittee ensured that the pressure transducer
was submerged. Provide a discussion of the procedure to ensure that the pressure transducers
remained submerged.
120.Appendix H, Sectionl.4.1.1, page H-7 states " .. .the type curve matches performed using the
KGS (Hyder et. al., 1994) method were a better fit using lower storativity values." The
abbreviation KGS was used without definition. All acronyms and abbreviations must be
defined in the Acronyms and Abbreviations section. Ensure that all acronyms and
abbreviations utilized within the Report are included in the Acronyms and Abbreviations
section.
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121. Appendix H, Section 1.4.1.3, page H-8 states, "[ t]he sand pack conductivity was estimated
from some of the KGS analyses to be approximately 180 feet per day. Because the sand pack
installation techniques were identical in all wells, the value estimated from the early KGS
analyses was extrapolated to the other KGS solutions." The installation technique is
irrelevant. Not all wells that were tested had identical sand pack makeup. A smaller grain
size in the sand pack would result in lower sand pack conductivity. The Permittee must
review the well logs, correct the sand pack conductivity for those wells with different sand
pack makeup, and recalculate K values, as appropriate.
122.Appendix H, Section 1.5, page H-10 states "Figure H-5 shows the spatial variability of
hydraulic conductivities determined by slug testing." The figure apparently shows a plan
view of the "selected value" ofK for each well from Table 5-9. However, the Permittee did
not provide any discussion of trends, or lack thereof, for either horizontal or vertical spatial
variability of hydraulic conductivities in the text, and without Figure H-5, it is impossible for
the reader to reach any conclusions. Provide Figure H-5.
Appendix H, Section 1.4.3, page H-10 states, "[t]he figure indicates that United Soil
Classification System soil types as characterized in the boring logs are not easily correlated
to conductivity ranges." This conclusion is not unlikely based on the materials classification
issues on boring logs, previously discussed in Comment 89 above. Also, the section states
"[t]he slug test results compared to the laboratory test results for soils sampled within the
same screened interval are shown of Figure H-3." Since the figure is missing, it is unknown
what the figure illustrates, but if the "laboratory test results" are the same as the Table 5-9
Geotechnical Laboratory Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity- K v column, the Permittee must
explain why it is appropriate to compare vertical conductivity to horizontal conductivity, if
the degree of vertical anisotropy is unknown. A comparison of the range of hydraulic
conductivity should also be made with the data from the sieve analyses, where such data are
available.
123.Appendix H, Section 1.5.1, page H-10 states "[t]he results of the slug tests are internally
consistent within each well." This statement is contradicted by the slug test results where IN
and OUT are significantly different, such as KAFB-10613, KAFB-10621, KAFB-106032
QC, KAFB-106067, and KAFB-106075. If there were problems with the IN tests or OUT
tests that caused the Permittee to discard selected results, include a discussion of the issues.
124.Appendix H, Section 2.2, page H-14 states, "[t]he chosen solutions for the initial test and
both the QC-pneumatic and QC-mechanical tests were within the same order of magnitude
for each well." Table 5-9 only gives one "selected value" of K; therefore, a comparison
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between the selected value for the initial test and QC tests is impossible. Provide
justification of the statement.
125. Concerning the Individual Slug Test Analyses Sheets:
a. It appears that the analysis sheets for KAFB-106074 P4, KAFB-10619 OUT, and
KAFB-10620 IN are in Appendix H-3 and summarized in Table 5-9, but were left
off of the Appendix H-3 index. Add all analyses to the Appendix H-3 index.
b. There is no discussion in the text about the parameters on the data sheets. Discuss
the significance and source of input data for the aquifer and well, whether it came
directly from existing and measured data (such as well logs or transducer
measurements), if it was calculated from existing and measured data, if it
estimated by the Permittee (user input), or if it was generated by the modeling
software. This includes the anisotropy ratio, saturated thickness, total well
penetration depth, casing radius, well radius, well skin radius, and gravel pack
porosity. In addition, discuss the significance of solution parameters yO, Ss vs
Ss', Kr vs Kr', Kz/Kr vs Kz/Kr', and Le.
c. The Anisotropy Ratio in the Aquifer Data section of each data sheet is confusing.
Presumably, the Permittee could not have calculated an anisotropy ratio from
existing data; therefore, it is likely that it came from user input. Values range
from 1 to lxl0-7, with most tests having a value of 0.1. Explain the variation in
the anisotropy ratio and how these ratios were found.
d. Table 5-9 contains columns for casing radius and boring radius, which are
analogous to the casing radius and well radius on the Appendix H-3 data sheets.
However, the data sheet listed values for the casing radius and well radius are
equal for each well, with the exception of wells KAFB-106160, KAFB -106161
and KAFB-106201 through KAFB-106209. Use of the boring radius as the well
radius is the accepted industry standard for wells with filter packs (Butler, 1997).
For the KGS model with skin effect, the well skin radius was set equal to the
borehole radius, which is appropriate. Correct the well radius and well skin
radius values and recalculate all conductivities or explain why the values are
correct as written. (Butler J.J. Jr., 1997, The Design, Performance, and Analysis of
Slug Tests: Lewis Publishers).
e. The Bouwer-Rice s~lution for all of the wells seems to use data from very early in
the slug test (around the first 10 seconds). NMED is concerned that using this
early data, rather than later data (from around 20-40 seconds), would cause the
calculated conductivity values to be characteristic of the well filter pack rather
than the surrounding aquifer. Justify the basis for using early data rather than
later data.
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f.

The KAFB-106209 tests appear to have an oscillatory response, yet the solution
curves do not show this response. Include additional discussion of the results of
this particular test.

Appendix I
126. The RockWorks™ software employed to estimate mass adsorbed to soil and as vapor
assigns voxels (cells) that are 50 x 50 x 10 feet thick. Each voxel, in tum, is apparently
assigned by the software a concentration ofTPH. Describe how the software assigns TPH
concentrations to the voxels.
12 7. Describe how the RockWorksTM software distinguishes the boundary between contaminated
soil and soil vapor at the BFFS site and corresponding uncontaminated media adjacent to the
BFFS site.
128. For soil and also for soil vapor contamination, provide example maps showing the
distribution ofvoxels (at depths of 50,150,250,350,450, and 490 feet) and for each voxel
their assigned concentration data. Show also on each map the borehole and vapor well
locations, as appropriate, where actual empirical data were obtained to support assignment of
TPH concentrations to the voxels.
129. The vapor mass estimate does not appear to take into account the volumetric water content,
which if true, would cause the amount of vapor reported to be overestimated by about 20%.
Clarify whether the volumetric water content has been considered, and if so, show the
calculations to clarify Table 3 of Appendix I. Otherwise, revise the vapor mass estimate
accordingly in the text and table, and show the calculations in your response. Additionally,
for either case, indicate the source of the data for volumetric water content.
130. Notwithstanding the conversion factor of "5" found in Table 3 of Appendix I, for Equation 1
on page 2 of Appendix I, show the calculations to convert from ppmv to mg/m3 .
131. Table 3, Appendix I, Vapor NAPL Equivalent, 2nd row under "Comments" column states ">
1ppmv, not used in mass calculation." Explain what this comment means as it appears that it
is erroneous and may conflict with text in the first paragraph of page 2, Appendix I. Correct
the text or the table as appropriate.
132. Table 3, Appendix I, Soil NAPL Equivalent, 2nd row under "Comments" column states ">
1 mg/Kg, not used in mass calculation." Explain what this comment means as it appears that
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it is erroneous and conflicts with text in the first paragraph of page 2, Appendix I. Correct
the text or the table as appropriate.
133. Table 1 OILVOL Input Parameters and Values, Appendix I: everywhere in this table where
the source is indicated as "Site data" specify the exact document(s) and place within the
document(s) where the data are obtained.
134. Explain, including presenting mathematical equations, how OILVOL calculates NAPL and
residuals in the unsaturated zone and saturated zones.
135. Indicate the OILVOL model grid spacing that was utilized.
136. For the OILVOL modeling, provide an explanation about the use of control points at the
southern end of the plume. Explain why the existing southern monitoring well (KAFB10627) was not used. Provide information on how the results would differ, if existing wells
are used instead of the hypothetical control points.
137. For the OILVOL modeling, explain and justify the input values used for Sor, Sog, and Sm.
138. Comments provided by the ABCWUA indicate that the software developers of OILVOL
claim that the purpose of the model is to provide a volume of mobile LNAPL and it is not
recommended for accurately estimating the volume of residual LNAPL in the saturated and
unsaturated zone. Appendix I reports the residual volumes in saturated and unsaturated
zones, and these volumes are included in the total volume for LNAPL. Explain the
uncertainty of the residual volume estimates and provide a discussion on potential error.
139. Based on the mass estimates presented in Table 3, Appendix I, the majority of fuel
contamination exists as LNAPL situated at the water table (the LNAPL is now mostly
submerged below the water table). The LNAPL mass, as estimated by KAFB, is about eight
times that in the vadose zone (as the total of the mass adsorbed to soil and as vapor).
However, experience suggests that such a condition is not typical and that more mass should
be present in the vadose zone than has been determined through site characterization.
Drilling and sampling completed thus far is believed to have successfully located where the
plume lies within the vadose zone within the source area of the BFFS site. But
characterization of the core of the plume, where soil and soil vapor contaminants would be
expected to occur at their highest concentrations, is inadequate and extremely limited as
indicated by the typically low levels of contaminants detected and reported for these media.
Additional characterization of the core of the contaminant plume is required in order to more
accurately estimate the amount of contamination that is present in the vadose zone. This
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deficiency will be addressed in more detail by NMED's comments on the vadose zone
investigation regarding additional site characterization.

Appendix K

"'
I

140. The RFI Report discusses gas bubbles in groundwater samples in Appendix Kand in the
main body of the text in Sections 4.2.3 and 5.2.3. Although water samples containing
bubbles should be documented, NMED does not agree that it is sufficient to merely flag data
as being potentially biased low. As stated in its letter of June 27, 2014, it is NMED's
position that the results of the analyses of groundwater samples containing air bubbles cannot
be used for compliance purposes and may not be suitable for the purpose of detection
monitoring in groundwater wells located at and near the plume edge, in monitoring wells
currently considered to be downgradient of the plume, or in sentry wells near the Veterans
Administration Hospital. There is no discussion in the text of the RFI Report regarding
which groundwater monitoring wells contained water samples with bubbles or offering
alternative data for detection monitoring. NMED also did not find updated information on
trends, if any, to determine ifbubble occurrences are decreasing (as would be expected if the
bubbles originated from air-rotary drilling as the Permittee has suggested), or if the
occurrences seemed stable, increasing, or random, which could indicate another origin for the
bubbles. Submit an updated table of the occurrences of bubbles and analyze any trends
associated with the occurrence of bubbles for each well where gas bubbles occur in water
samples. Also, describe how detection monitoring will be accomplished at the wells where
the integrity of groundwater samples is compromised due to the presence of gas bubbles. See
also Comments 178 and 179.

AppendixL
The following comments are based on concerns raised by EPA. References are included at the
end of this section that pertain specifically to EPA's comments.
141. A time history analysis was used to demonstrate decreases in EDB at 11 shallow wells, three
intermediation wells, and one deep well. The analysis attributed the decreases to anaerobic
degradation. However, the potential contributions from remediation activities and
submerged screens on the decreases in EDB concentrations were not addressed. Discuss
these potential contributions and estimate their impact on reduction of EDB concentrations in
groundwater as compared to biodegradation. See also Comment 140.
142.Appendix L, "Degradation Analysis, Attachment 2, EDB Regression", contains plots
showing bivariate fits ofEDB versus time for monitoring wells. However, because there is
only one parameter measured, which is the EDB concentration, the plots are really univariate
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plots, and the data should be analyzed by a regression fit. For example, the plot ofKAFB106028-510 probably shows an increasing trend using the appropriate regression fit, as
opposed to the stable trend indicated by the erroneous use of the bivariate fit. Also, theyscale is not readable on the graphs. Use appropriate statistical techniques, and make all text
on the graphs legible.
143. Appendix L, page L-3, last paragraph states EDB migrates at a rate 1.04 times slower
than the average groundwater velocity. The preceding paragraph states the retardation
coefficient is calculated as 1.03. Although 1.04 and 1.03 are very close in magnitude,
explain why they are different or indicate rate which is correct. Correct the RFI Report as
appropriate.
144. After comparing the standard operating procedure (SOP) that was used for the KAFB
CSIA [compound-specific isotope analysis] ofEDB and benzene to the recommendations in
the EPA guide for analysis of stable isotopes (Hunkeler et al., 2008), EPA found that
insufficient information was available in the SOP to determine whether appropriate analytical
methods were used for the CSIA sampling.
Additionally, based on review of the KAFB CSIA SOP and the KAFB CSIA analytical data
reports, EPA opined that it is unlikely that EDB was separated from the other fuel
components by two-dimensional gas chromatography, which is the method outlined in
Wilson et al. (2008) to attain complete separation ofEDB from the petroleum hydrocarbons.
If the compounds are not separated, the values determined for the stable isotope ratio ofEDB
will be in error.
EPA also found, based on their review of the CSIA laboratory analytical reports, that there
were problems with the CSIA analysis when petroleum hydrocarbons are present in the
samples. That is, all of the CSIA data reviewed with high concentrations ofEDB and high
concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons were flagged with either a J-code (less than
optimal reproducibility) or a U-code (a ratio could not be determined). EPA recommended
that the wells be resampled and analyzed again for CSIA before any decision is made about
the contribution of natural biodegradation ofEDB.
EPA also recommended that the standard operating procedures (SOP) for CSIA analysis of
EDB and benzene be examined and updated as needed to provide adequate documentation of
data quality for CSIA analysis. The SOP should be examined to determine if it provides
baseline separation of EDB from the petroleum hydrocarbons for each sample that is
analyzed (See Figure 2.2 ofHunkeler et al. (2008) for an example of the necessary baseline
separation). Furthermore, as described in Section 2.4.3 ofHunkeler et al. (2008), a series of
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working standards with decreasing concentrations should be analyzed to determine the
concentration threshold or working limit for EDB when analysis is done using the SOP. If
the concentration threshold or working limit is higher than 0.05 µg/L, the SOP should be
modified to attain a concentration threshold or working limit of 0.05 µg/L. The Permittee
must address all ofEPA's concerns and recommendations concerning CSIA and revise the
RFI Report accordingly.
145. Executive Summary, Page L-ix: The following statement is made:"[t]he microbial data
show that the benzylsuccinate synthase and phenol monooxygenase genes appear to be
involved in the degradation of benzene, and by association, possibly other aromatic
hydrocarbon compounds." The presence of the genes does not mean that they are involved in
the degradation of benzene. The presence of the genes indicates that organisms are present
that have the capability to synthesize enzymes that are able to degrade benzene. The qPHE
gene is a mono-oxygenase that only functions when molecular oxygen is available. It is a
predictor of aerobic benzene biodegradation, but not of anaerobic benzene biodegradation.
The qbssA gene is a predictor of anaerobic biodegradation of alkylbenzenes with a methyl
function, but not of benzene itself. Revise the RFI Report accordingly, or justify the subject
statement with additional information.
146. Groundwater Degradation Analysis, Page L-6: the following statement is made: "[f]or
degradation of petroleum hydrocarbons under anaerobic conditions such as exist in the
NAPL plume area at the BFF, benzylsuccinate synthase (bssA) and phenol monooxygenase
(PHE) are two functional bacterial gene markers in anaerobic bacterial degradation of the
monoaromatic hydrocarbons benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene (Weelink et al.,
2010)." Weelink et al. (2010) does not claim that PHE or bssA are involved in anaerobic
degradation of benzene. Correct the RFI Report accordingly.
147. Groundwater Degradation Analysis", Page L-7: the following statement is made: "[a]s
presented in Section 4, both of these genes show abundant counts in the BFF NAPL area and
in the downgradient dissolved plume. These results indicate that anaerobes capable of
degrading benzene and other monoaromatic hydrocarbons are present in the plume." As
discussed above, neither of these genes are markers for anaerobic biodegradation of benzene.
Revise the RFI Report accordingly, or justify the subject statement with additional
information.
148. Groundwater Degradation Analysis, Page L-9: The following statement is made with respect
to benzene degradation: "[t]he form of the Rayleigh equation used for this purpose is: RJRi =
f (a-1) where:
Rt = 813C in the remaining undegraded compound
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Ri =813C in the original undegraded source
f = Mass fraction of the remaining undegraded compound
a = Fractionation factor for the compound of interest"
There is an error in this definition of Rt and Ri. These parameters are the actual ratio of 13 C to
12
C in the sample, and are not the values of 8 13 C of the sample as reported from the analysis
of SCIR. The form of the equation is incorrect. It can be easily converted to the form used
in their reference Weelink et al. (2010). If the mass fraction remaining (f) is represented by
CJCo [the ratio of the final concentration to the initial concentration], and the original undegraded compound is Ro instead of Ri, the Rayleigh equation used in Appendix L becomes
RJRo= (CJCo) (a-1). The fractionation factor (a) is related to the isotopic enrichment factor
(s) as follows: s=(a-1)*1000 (See equation 7.3 in Hunkeler et al., 2008). Substituting s/1000
for a-1, the Rayleigh equation becomes RJRo = (CJCo) s/1000. This is the form of the
Rayleigh equation in equation 2 of their reference Weelink et al. (2010). It is surprising that
Page L-9 used 8 13 C for R in the Rayleigh equation. Page L-7 and L-8 properly define R and
8 13 C. As a result, GW Degradation Analysis is in error when it attempts to use the Rayleigh
equation to estimate the extent ofbiodegradation. Correct the RFI Report accordingly.
149. Groundwater Degradation Analysis", Page L-26: the following statement is made:"[t]he
majority of the benzene CSIA 813C results within the NAPL area is in the range of -33 to 34%0 as shown on Appendix L, Figure 4-25. It is assumed this represents the nondegraded
benzene 813C ratio. This is a conservative assumption because it is likely that some
degradation has occurred. The lightest benzene ratios are in the range of -27%0. Application
of the Rayleigh equation [Rt/Ri = f (a-1 )] (discussed in Section 2.1.2) to these ratios with a
benzene fractionation factor (a) of -2.8%0 and solving for fis as follows: f= [27/34]1.003
yields a fraction remaining of 0.80, which is equal to a destroyed fraction of 0.20."
The text is in error. The value of (s) is -2.8%0, not the value of a. The value of a=
(s/1000)+ 1. Inserting the value for s, the value of a = (-2.8/1000)+ 1 = 0.9972. The value of
a-1 = -0.0028. The equation should have been f= [Ft/FiY' (l/(a-1) =
[(27/1000+ 1)/(34/1000+ 1)]1/-0.0028 = 0.076. The amount degraded is 1-f. As much as 92%
of the benzene was biodegraded between the source and the down-gradient wells. To be
appropriately conservative, GW Degradation Analysis used a value of s that estimated the
highest value for f and the least extensive degradation. It is possible that the extent of
removal was even greater. The same comments apply to fractionation ofEDB. Correct the
RFI Report accordingly.
150. Groundwater Degradation Analysis, Pages L-22 and L-23: the following statement is made:
"[t]he majority of the EDB 8 13 C results within the NAPL area is in the range of -34 to -35 per
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%0 as shown on Appendix L, Figure 4-26. It is assumed that this represents the nondegraded
EDB o13 C isotopic ratio. This again is a conservative assumption because it is likely that
some degradation has occurred. The lightest EDB ratios are in the range of-27%0.
Application of the Rayleigh equation to these ratios with an EDB fractionation factor of 5.7%0 and solving for fis as follows: f= [27/35]1.0lyields a fraction remaining of0.77,
which is equal to a destroyed fraction of 0.23. This shift in ratios indicates that a minimum
of23 percent of the original mass of EDB has been degraded."
The text is in error. The value of (s) is -5.7%0, not the value of a. The value of a=
(s/1000)+1. Inserting the value for E, the value of a= (-5.7/1000)+1 = 0.9943. The value of
a-1 = -0.0057. The equation should have been f= [FJFiY' (l/(a-1) = [(-27/1000+1)/(35/1000+1)]1/-0.0057 = 0.23. As much as 77% of the EDB was degraded between the
source and the down-gradient wells. Correct the RFI Report accordingly.
151. Groundwater Degradation Analysis, Page L-14: the following statement is made: "[t]wo
types of regression analyses were performed on the EDB and benzene concentrations and
degradation indicator compounds. The coefficient of determination (R2) of each regression
was assessed as a general goodness-of-fit to a first-order exponential decay curve. In
addition, the quantitative assessment of each regression was tested using standard
exponential analysis of variance (ANOVA) regression methods with an a= 0.05 level of
significance (SAS Institute, 2012). The null hypothesis, Ho, was that there was no trend in
the data, and the alternate hypothesis, Ha, was that there was a trend. The ANOVA
regression results were used to quantitatively assess the overall regression, the slope of the
regression line, and the intercept of the regression line. For statistically significant
regressions, the slope of the trend line defined whether the concentration was increasing (+)
or decreasing(-)."
The coefficient of determination for the regression is not an appropriate evaluation of the
goodness of fit. Neither is an analysis of variance to compare the trend of the data to no
trend. The data are being interpreted in terms of attenuation with distance along a flow path.
The question is not whether the plume is attenuating, but how much (will EDB be attenuated
to concentrations that are below action levels before the plume reaches a receptor?). The best
evaluation of the goodness of fit to the trend in concentration is the confidence interval on the
slope of the regression. This topic is discussed in detail in Wilson (2011). Correct the RFI
Report accordingly.

References for EPA Comments on Appendix L
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AppendixM
The following comments are almost entirely based on concerns raised by EPA regarding the
local groundwater model.
152. Boundary Conditions (North, South, East, & West Boundaries): simulated groundwater flow in
the local model adjacent to specified head boundaries is inconsistent with the expected
curvature of the (composite) cone of depression existing in southeast Albuquerque.
a. Examples of inconsistent boundary flow are shown in Figure 4-9 (for years 1980 and
1990) and figure 4-10 (1995, 2000, and 2005). Given the presence of the cone of
depression in southeast Albuquerque, the expected simulated pattern should be concave
(inward) from each boundary.
b. Local model flow near specified boundaries suggests a fundamental problem with
conceptualization of the groundwater system, such as a lack of hydraulic connection
between flow boundaries and areas of major groundwater extraction (e.g., the Ridgecrest
and Burton well fields).
c. The installation of piezometers or monitoring wells at key locations near local model
boundaries would provide important head data for defining boundary conditions.
Additional data are necessary because boundary flow problems were not overcome
during model calibration with existing data. Boundary problems may have been caused
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by the large difference in scale between the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) regional
model and the local model. Head data from the Del Sol Divider and Jerry Cline Park
wells can provide some data for the north boundary. Piezometers or monitoring wells are
needed for the south, west, and east boundaries. See also Comment 174.
153. Units al and a2 have lower hydraulic conductivity than overlying and underlying strata
based on visual examinations of well cuttings. A rough estimate is ten to one hundred times
less. Potential effects of al and a2 on flow and transport (especially EDB transport) to
production wells must be evaluated. Units al and a2 could be included as either dipping or
horizontal geologic strata, but dipping layers will intersect production well screens at
different depths than horizontal layers and better represent the actual geologic conditions.
Although the USGS regional model used horizontal layers, dipping layers seem more
appropriate for the local model. (Connell, S.D., Allen, B.D., and Hawley, J.W., 1998,
Subsurface Stratigraphy of the Santa Fe Group from Borehole Geophysical Logs,
Albuquerque Area, New Mexico: New Mexico Geology, Vol 20, No. 1.). Add the al and a2
units into the groundwater model (see also Comments 11, 12, 31, and 34).
154. Pattern of Hydraulic Conductivity: using the pattern of hydraulic conductivity contained in
the USGS regional model for the local model omits important aquifer test data collected from
Ridgecrest and Burton wells. In addition, the USGS regional model report (McAda and
Barroll, 2002) states that the regional model is most sensitive to hydraulic conductivity.
Utilizing the broad pattern of hydraulic conductivity from the regional model in the local
model carries over potential limitations to the local model.
The USGS regional model is not detailed enough to include important data and modeling
assumptions for the channel geometry of the ancestral Rio Grande that occurs in the BFFS
area, including the EDB plume area. Further, it is not clear whether anisotropy in the local
model sufficiently accounts for the north-south orientation of the channel deposits.
Developing potential designs for hydraulic controls of the EDB plume will require a local
definition of hydraulic conductivity as described above. (McAda, D.P., and Barroll, P., 2002,
Simulation of Ground-water Flow in the Middle Rio Grande Basin between Cochiti and San
Acacia, New Mexico: U.S . Geological Survey Water-Resources Investigations Report 024200). Use site specific hydraulic conductivity data (see also Comment 75).
155. Tijeras Arroyo and the Kirtland Perched Zone: Tijeras Arroyo and the perched zone are
important hydraulic features that potentially affect the southern local model boundary. A
modeling analysis of sources of water to the perched zone at Sandia National Laboratories
and connections to the regional aquifer are described in Balleau 2002 (SAND-2011-0005P).
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The nearness of these hydraulic features to the local model indicates that an evaluation of
how they may affect boundary conditions is necessary. (Balleau Groundwater, Inc., 2002,
Model of a Perched Zone ofSaturation at Sandia National Laboratories, New Mexico.
Describe how the Tijeras Arroyo and perched zones are taken into consideration, or affect the
model.
156. Boundary Conditions, Pathlines, and EDB Source Release Time: Section 5 describes the use
of particle pathlines to estimate the time of EDB source term release by noting differences in
pathlines between 1970 and 1980. Considering that the determination of local model
boundary conditions may be problematic as noted above for the 1980 period, the pathline
analysis and estimate of EDB release time needs additional consideration. A sensitivity
analysis of local model boundary conditions would help place limits on the range of possible
EDB release times. Include such a sensitivity analysis in the RFI Report.
157. Model Sensitivity Analysis Needed: the RFI Report must include a model sensitivity
analysis. This includes describing the approach to the sensitivity analysis, presenting the
input parameters selected for the investigation (and which were excluded), how model
boundary conditions were treated during the analysis, the ranges of parameters tested, a
description of the relevance of sensitivities to local model objectives, and other factors.
Determining local model sensitivities to changes in boundary conditions, hydraulic
conductivity, and pumping rates are especially important. (See Comment 156 above).
158.Assumptions for Production Well Pumping Rates: a number of actual and assumed
production well pumping rates and scenarios have been provided by the ABCWUA, the
Permittee, and the Veterans Administration. These include pumping during a selected
reference year, a high-flow pumping case, and a potential worst case scenario. The RFI
Report must thoroughly discuss how rates were applied for each of these scenarios, and the
resulting output for flow and mass transport.
159. Running Mass Transport using both Calculated and Mapped EDB Concentrations: the local
model generates a calculated EDB plume based on fuel contacting the water table in
approximately 1980. The calculated plume for 2013 is shown in figure 6-3. The actual 2013
EDB plume as mapped from monitoring well data (see quarterly reports) has a substantially
different geometry and contaminant distribution than the plume in figure 6-3. The local
model should be strengthened by performing a sensitivity analysis using the both the 2013
mapped concentrations, and the 2013 calculated concentrations, as starting concentrations
and then comparing output between the two.
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160.Reproduction of2013 EDB Plume Extents: page M-20 of the RFI Report states that overall,
transport simulations for both EDB and benzene were able to reproduce the year 2013
respective plume extents. However, the EDB plume extent shown on the map is actually
1000 feet or so further eastward than the calculated/modeled plume extent. Explain why this
is so and the significance of the 1000-ft offset.
161. Modeling Objective: the objective ofKirtland's modeling is to develop a local groundwater
flow and solute transport model for use in simulating current and future migration of the
EDB and benzene plumes. The RFI Report contains no results for future transport. Figures
6-2 through 6-7 show EDB and benzene plumes through 2013. Provide tabulated data and
figures for the predicted future plume migrations.
162. Appendix M, Table 4-2, Groundwater Velocity Estimates, under the column "Groundwater
Model" lists 60 ft/d (east-west) and 120 ft/d (north-south). Table 3-1 of Appendix M, "Local
Model Build and Input Parameters", lists 70 ft/d for horizontal conductivity and a horizontal
anisotropy of 1.8, but no direction associated with the horizontal anisotropy. The last bullet
on page ES-4 of the executive summary states "[t]he contaminant fate and transport model
used a hydraulic conductivity of 60 feet/day in the north-south direction." Clarify and
correct as appropriate, the hydraulic conductivity data used for a given direction. Also
correct the text in the RFI Report, as appropriate.
163. Estimates of hydraulic conductivity from slug tests typically yield values lower than those
obtained from pumping tests. (http://info.ngwa.org/gwol/pdf/981063527.PDF). Explain how
this was considered in the local model, which seems to rely on the average of slug test
values.
164. There are no figures showing the vertical and horizontal distribution of hydraulic
conductivities or porosities used in the local model. Submit such figures with supporting
data posted at the locations they represent in the revised RFI Report.
165. In Appendix M, with respect to Figure 4-3, "Original and Current Regional Model Layer 5
Comparison Year 2000", the local model does not reflect the groundwater "trough"
(depression in the water table) extending southward beneath the BFFS, as indicated on the
figure constructed by Bexfield and Anderholm, 2002, (referenced on the figure) and as seen
on U.S. Geological Survey Scientific Investigation Map 3301. This hydraulic condition must
be accounted for when modeling groundwater flow.
166. Figure 2-1 of Appendix M, the only cross section presented in the Appendix, utilizes
geologic information limited to a depth of only about 150 feet below the water table, with
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only two data points as deep as 100 feet below the water table. The reliability of this figure
is affected by the lack of data. Submit cross sections that show stratigraphic conditions that
influence flow in the aquifer, which appears to be affected by units al and a2 (see Comments
31, 34, and 35).
167. Appendix M, Figure 3-2, Regional Model and Local Model Cross Sections, does not have
horizontal or vertical scales. Submit the figure in the revised RFI Report with horizontal and
vertical scales.
168.Appendix M, Table 3-1, explain what "95" means in the top elevation row of the column
"layers 2 through 4".
169. Page M-10, Section 3.1, Paragraph 2: the RFI Report states, "[ t]his was accomplished by
updating the municipal supply well pumping rates (approximately 90 wells) through early
2013." Indicate the source of the water supply well pumping rates, and where they can be
reviewed. Provide a table showing each production well used in the local model, with
associated extraction rates. Similarly, page M-11, paragraph 3.d states, "the Veterans Affairs
(VA) Medical Center water supply well, and Ridgecrest/Burton wells located within the local
model area were then mapped into the model with pump rates established through 2013 ."
Provide the source of this pumping rate information. See also Comment 19.

Appendix 0
170. In the second quarter 2012 report, Appendix J-1 , TPH Soil Concentration Cross Section AA' indicates the presence of soil contamination about 150 ft below the water table at KAFB106081. In the RFI Report, Appendix 0-1, Plate I-10, the same figure shows the same
condition. Provide data demonstrating the occurrence of soil contamination at that depth or
correct all graphics and any other related data in the RFI Report that is incorrect.
171. Figure Appendix 1 2-1 shows the location of cross sections found in Figures Appendix 1 210 through 2-57. The purpose of these cross sections is to show the vertical distribution of
various fuel contaminants in the vadose zone at the source area; therefore, they should depict
the migration path of the contaminants from the Former Fuel Offloading Rack (FFOR) to the
water table. While such cross sections must be generated and submitted in support of the
CSM that is to be presented in the RFI Report, there are too few cross sections in both eastwest and north-south orientations to properly construct a 3D model of the geologic and
contaminant conditions at the BFFS site. Provide additional cross sections to support a 3D
model of the geologic and contaminant conditions at the BFFS site.
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172. The lithologic cross sections in Appendix 0, Figures Appendix 1 2-10 through Appendix 1
2-57 do not meaningfully represent subsurface conditions. Furthermore, the geologic units
shown on these figures do not correspond to those shown on the larger geologic cross
sections presented in Figures 5-2 through 5-6 and those presented on Table 3-1.
Additionally, Appendix 0 , Figures Appendix 1 2-10 through 2-57 also contain cross sections
depicting concentration data in soil for TPH, BTEX, lead, EDB and naphthalene. Although
not included in these figures, it is customary to plot and contour concentration data on cross
sections showing geology, which greatly assists in identifying any geologic controls on
contaminant migration. Furthermore identifying on a cross section where other cross
sections intersect it is customary to assist reviewers. Accordingly, the Permittee must
resubmit these cross sections with corrected geology that also depicts contaminant
concentrations and points of intersections with other cross sections, except:
a. the geologic units identified on the cross sections must be the same as those
presented on the geologic cross sections discussed in Comments 34 and 35 (to
the extent they are present) and Table 3-1, and;
b. to be representative of subsurface conditions, at a minimum, all geologic units
that control the migration of contaminants in the vadose zone must be
identified and mapped, including the fine grained unit located at a depth of
approximately 250 feet at the source area; and
c. additional cross sections are required to properly correlate geologic units in
the source area. At a minimum, the number of cross sections in both the eastwest and north-south orientations must be doubled.

General Comment on Appendices
173. The appendices submitted with the RFI Report contain data, analyses, and other
supporting information generated during several phases of investigation. The RFI Report
references information contained in the appendices as a means of directing the reader to this
supporting data. However, the appendices are lengthy and the pages are not numbered; thus,
locating the referenced information is difficult. The appendices must be subdivided (e.g.,
subdivide Appendix A by subject of correspondence) and the subdivisions labeled to
facilitate the location of the information referenced in text. Pages within each Appendix
must be numbered. Revise the Appendices to address these issues.

Requirements for Conducting Additional Investigation
The Permittee is hereby directed to conduct the additional investigation of groundwater and
aquifer conditions as described below in Comments 174-180 in order to provide more adequate
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characterization data to support selection of a final remedy for the BFFS. NMED reserves the
right to require additional investigation beyond what is required by this Disapproval, including
the installation of additional groundwater monitoring wells or additional pilot tests, or any other
type of investigation as necessary to adequately characterize the site. Pursuant to Permit Section
6.5.17 of the Permittee's Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility Operating Permit for the Open
Detonation Unit (RCRA Permit), the Permittee must conduct an investigation of groundwater to
fully characterize the nature, vertical and lateral extent, concentration, rate of migration, and fate
and transport of groundwater contamination originating from the BFFS. The investigation must
include an evaluation of the physical, biological, and chemical factors influencing the fate and
transport of hazardous constituents and other contaminants in groundwater, and must meet the
requirements of Permit Section 6.5.17, including the objectives of Permit Section 6.5.17.1.

New Wells
174. The leading edge of the northern and eastern margins, and the vertical extent of the EDB
plume, and the concentrations ofEDB in the core of the EDB plume are undefined because
existing wells are located too far apart (generally at distances greater than 500 feet) or wells
have not been installed at critical locations. At least three groundwater monitoring wells
shall be installed at each of the cluster well locations listed in Table 1 of this letter and shown
on the map in the attached · The screen depths shown in Table 1 are distances (in
feet) that the top of the screens must be set below the water table for the minimum required
wells. Screen lengths for wells shall not exceed 15 feet, with the exception that wells
screened across the water table (those with screen depths of zero in Table 5) must be at least
20 feet long, with no more than 15 feet of the screen length situated below the water table.
The lithology of the boreholes of all wells must be logged by a qualified geologist. In
addition, geophysical logging must be conducted at all well locations, to include induction
(deep), neutron, and gamma (large crystal) logging. Geophysical logging at the cluster well
locations listed in Table 1 is only required in the deepest well at each cluster well location.
The geophysical logs must be generated using properly calibrated logging tools.
The new groundwater monitoring wells must be included in the monitoring network for the
BFFS, and groundwater samples collected from these wells must be analyzed for the same
parameters and at the same frequency as water samples obtained from the other BFFS wells.
The new wells shall be sampled with 30 days after development, and thereafter on the regular
schedule as for all other wells in the BFFS network, unless otherwise directed by NMED.
Additional head data are needed for defining boundary conditions. At least two piezometers
or monitoring wells must be installed along each of the south, west, and east boundaries of
the local model domain. The lithology of the boreholes of the piezometers /wells must be
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logged by a qualified geologist. In addition, geophysical logging must be conducted at all
piezometers/well locations, to include induction (deep), neutron, and gamma (large crystal)
logging. The geophysical logs must be generated using properly calibrated logging tools.
Therefore, on or before June 6, 2015, the Permittee must submit to the Department for its
review and approval a Groundwater Monitoring Well Installation Plan unless NMED
determines that wells installed prior to that date meet the requirements listed above. The
Plan shall include proposed construction details for the installation of groundwater
monitoring wells at the locations listed in Table 1 ofthis letter (all coordinates in this table
are State Plane Coordinates in feet, NAD83) and the piezometers/wells discussed in the
preceding paragraph, provide for geologic logging, geophysical logging, provide details
concerning well development, commit to submitting a well installation report, and must
describe the contents of the well installation report. The plan must also include a schedule for
completing the well installations and for submitting well installation report meeting the
requirements of Permit Section 6.5.17.10.8 of the Permittee's RCRA Permit.
Aquifer Tests
175. Aquifer tests are necessary to determine site-specific transmissivity, specific yield (or
storativity), and hydraulic conductivity for the BFFS project area. At least two aquifer tests,
one in the southern part of the EDB plume, and one north of the leading edge of the EDB
plume (e.g. at the ABCWUA Trumbull well cluster location) must be conducted. The
aquifer tests must consist of step-draw down and constant discharge tests. Appreciable
drawdown in observation wells must be observed before the constant discharge tests can be
considered successful and to ensure that reliable and high quality data for determining
transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity are obtained and to provide empirical data to
estimate the capture zone at the executed pumping rate. Therefore, on or before June 6,
2015, the Permittee must submit to the Department for its review and approval an Aquifer
Test Plan unless NMED determines that tests conducted prior to that date meet the
requirements listed above. In addition to the procedures for conducting the aquifer tests, the
plan must provide for waste management and the treatment of extracted groundwater, include
a schedule for completing the aquifer tests and for reporting the results of the tests to the
NMED.
Acquisition ofSite-Specific Porosity Data
176. Site-specific porosity data are needed in conjunction with hydraulic conductivity to reliably
estimate travel times and model fate and transport of the contaminant plumes. Therefore, on
or before June 6, 2015, the Permittee must submit to the Department for its review and
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approval a Work Plan to acquire site-specific porosity data unless NMED determines that
such data acquired prior to that date meet the requirements listed above. In addition to the
procedures for acquiring site-specific porosity data, the plan must include a schedule for
completing the work and for reporting the results to the NMED.

Geophysical Logging
177. The NMED has determined that the induction logs generated for the BFFS project by Jet
West are of poor quality and are unacceptable. Therefore, on or before June 6, 2015, the
Permittee must submit to the Department for its review and approval a work plan to conduct
borehole geophysical logging of all soil-vapor monitoring wells (accessible by geophysical
logging tools and normally the well with the deepest screened interval in a well nest) and all
groundwater monitoring wells that have been logged in the past by Jet West unless NMED
determines that geophysical logging conducted prior to that date meet the requirements listed
above. Where wells are clustered, only the well in the cluster with the deepest screen must
be logged. In addition to the procedures for acquiring the geophysical logs, the work plan
must include a schedule for completing the work and for reporting the results to the NMED.

Concentration Gradients
178. To investigate the effect that the rising water table may have on contaminant concentrations
in groundwater, a study must be conducted to characterize the contaminant concentration
gradient in the water columns of wells screened across the water table. The deployment of
passive samplers ( e.g. diffusion bags or snap samples, etc.) or use of some other discrete
sampling technique approved by NMED at an appropriate vertical spacing in a representative
selection of monitoring wells must be conducted to provide data to assess two areas of need:
1) quantify the vertical profile of groundwater contaminants to determine if flooded well
screens caused by rising water levels are likely to affect water quality results for shallow
wells sampled using conventional methods; and, 2) evaluate the LNAPL source strength as a
function of depth within the LNAPL area. Therefore, on or before June 6, 2015, the
Permittee must submit to the Department for its review and approval a work plan to conduct
such a study. In addition to the procedures for conducting the study, the plan must include a
schedule for completing the work and for reporting the results to the NMED.

Bubbles in Water Samples
179. As discussed in Comment 140, NMED does not agree that it is sufficient to merely flag
data as being potentially biased low due to air bubbles in water samples. Because the air
bubbles are not a natural phenomenon, the Permittee must submit a work plan to conduct
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whatever activities are necessary to mitigate the air bubble problem in groundwater samples
so that representative samples are obtained that can provide reliable and defensible data.
Therefore, on or before May 6, 2015, the Permittee must submit to the Department for its
review and approval a work plan proposing actions to mitigate the air bubble problem in
groundwater samples. In addition, the plan must include a schedule for completing the work
and for reporting the results to the NMED.

Repeat Sampling and Analysis of Groundwater for CS/A
180. The Permittee must resample groundwater at the wells previously sampled and at additional
wells and analyze the samples as recommended by the EPA to repeat the CSIA. Before the
samples are collected and analyzed, the Permittee must appropriately revise the SOP as
recommended by the EPA. The Permittee must also submit for NMED approval a sampling
and analysis plan (SAP) that incorporates the SOP and includes a schedule for completing the
sampling and analysis and for submitting a final report. The SOP and SAP must be submitted
by no later than May 6, 2015. In addition, the SAP must include a schedule for completing
the work and for reporting the results of the CSIA to the NMED.
A revised RFI Report that corrects all of the deficiencies noted in this NOD must be submitted to
the NMED June 30, 2015. In addition, the revised report must be accompanied by a letter that
responds to each of the numbered comments above, a table that identifies the numbered
comments and cross-references the numbered comments with the changes made to the RFI
Report and an electronic redline-strikeout version of the RFI Report that identifies all changes
made to the RFI Report. The plans required by Items 174 through 180 above must be submitted
by the specified dates. All submittals and correspondence must be submitted in hardcopy and
electronic format.
The requirements in this letter to revise the RFI Report as directed and conduct corrective action
at the BFFS are mandatory. If the Permittee fails to comply with the directives of this letter, the
Department may take the following actions, or some combination of the following actions, to
enforce these requirements: 1) issue a compliance order under section 74-4-10 of the HWA
seeking injunctive relief or civil penalties for noncompliance; 2) file a civil action under sections
74-4-10 and 74-4-1O.l(E) of the HWA or section 7002(a) ofRCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6972(a), seeking
injunctive relief or civil penalties; or 3) file an action seeking criminal penalties under section
74-4-11 of the HWA. This list of authorities is not exhaustive and NMED reserves its rights to
take any action authorized by law to enforce the requirements of the HWA and the HWMR.
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Please call Dave Cobrain of my staff at 505-576-6055, if you have questions regarding this letter.
Sincerely,

John E. Kieling
Chief
Hazardous Waste Bureau
Enclosures:
cc:

D. Cobrain, NMED HWB
W. McDonald, NMED HWB
L. Bitner, KAFB
B. Gallegos, AEHD
F. Shean, ABCWUA
L. King, EPA-Region 6 (6PD-N)
File: KAFB 2014 Bulk Fuels Facility Spill and Reading
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Table 1. Locations of Additional Wells to be Installed.
Well
ID#

Easting

Northing

Screen
Depth
0-15 ft

Screen
Depth
15-30 ft

Cl

1544050

1478240

X

X

X

C2

1544700

1478040

X

X

X

C3

1545075

1477700

X

X

X

C4

1544700

1476850

X

X

X

cs

1544000

1476425

X

X

X

Dl

1543715

1476440

X

horizontal
extent, vertical
extent
horizontal
extent, vertical
extent
horizontal
extent, vertical
extent
horizontal
extent, vertical
extent
horizontal
extent, vertical
extent
vertical extent

D2

1543850

1477290

X

vertical extent

C6

1544360

1477740

Sl

1543210

1475880

X

S2

1542280

1474385

X

X

Screen
Depth
50-65 ft

X

Screen Depth
based on that at
Dl well

X

Screen
Depth
85-100 ft

Purpose

plume
concentration
characterization
and vertical
extent
plume
concentration
characterization
and vertical
extent
plume
concentration
characterization
and vertical
extent
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Figure 9. Induction Logs of Four Soil-Vapor Monitoring Wells.
Note example 50 foot sequence which can be used for strike and dip measurement of the basin
fill sediments (shown as dashed green lines).
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Figure 1. Descriptions from geologic borehole logs on left and induction geophysical logs on
right from four boreholes located within about 50 feet of each other.
Note how three fine grained layers are readily identified at depths of about 220, 270, and 300
feet in the geophysical logs, but are difficult to discern as the same units in the geologic logs due
to inaccurate location of the units in the latter logs. The inaccuracy is an inadvertent
manifestation of the air rotary drilling method, but is easily corrected using geophysical logs.

